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S T E L L I N G E N

1. In een experiment dat de inclusieve productie van «f-mesonen in 400 GeV
p Be interacties bestudeert vinden Akerlof et al. geen aanwijzing voor
een productiemechanisme dat additionele K-mesonen genereert. Dit
resultaat lijkt in strijd te zijn met de in dit experiment beschreven
resultaten van de reactie n~p •+ (f + X en zou, indien bevestigd, moeten
worden toegeschreven aan de verschillende beglncondities van de twee
experimenten.

C.W. Akerlof et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 39 (1977) 861

2. De verhouding van de werkzame doorsnedes o(pp •• J/<\> + X) en
o(pp •* J/41 + X) is experimenteel van de orde een. Dit wordt gebruikt
als argument voor de veronderstelling dat gluonfusie het overheer-
sende productiemechanisme is. De fusie van gecharmeerde quarks wordt in
het algemeen niet in aanmerking genomen. Niettemin zou ook dat mecha-
nisme een vergelijkbare verhouding van de werkzame doorsnedes geven.
Bovendien wordt een belangrijke rol voor dit proces aannemelijk gemaakt
door de resultaten van de analyse van inclusieve $ productie in hadron
interacties zoals beschreven in dit proefschrift.

M. Glück, J.F. Owens en F. Reya, Phys. Rev. D17 (1978) 2324
S. Nandi and H.R. Schneider, Phys. Rev. D18 (1978) 756
C E . Carlson and R.Suaya, Phys. Rev. D18 (1978) 760

3. De huidig bekende vervalswijzen van het Ac-deeltje zouden minder dan
tien procent van het totale verval bedragen. Indien dit experimentele
gegeven juist is zouden Cabibbo onderdrukte processen een groot deel van
het ontbrekende percentage moeten verklaren.

G. Abrams et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 44 (1980) 10
G. Trilling, Phys. Rep. 75 (1981) 57

4. De bewering van C. Bricman et al., dat een mogelijke quantumwaarde h
voor de spin van het Q deeltje door het experiment van M. Deutschman et
al. kan worden uitgesloten, boet aan geloofwaardigheid in door het wegla-
ten van de gegevens van dit experiment voor de berekening van de levens-
duur van de Q~.

M. Deutschman et al., Phys. Lett. 73B (1978) 96
C. Bricman et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. Vol. 52, nc 2 (1980)

5. De verklaring voor de discontinuïteit in de elastische proton-proton
werkzame doorsnede bij grote hoeken als functie van de inkomende impuls,
voorgesteld door Kokkedee en Van Hove strookt niet met de nu gangbare
hard scattering modellen.

J.J.J. Kokkedee en L. van Hove, Phys. Lett. 25B (1967) 228
D. Sivers et al., Phys. Reports 23C (1976) 1



De sasta's en breedtes van de intermediaire bosonen Hen Z zijn in het
stand.iri-d-model precies te voorspellen. Een meting van deze grootheden
geeft een precisie test van de theorie, op dezelfde manier waarop meting
van (g-2) van het electron en muon een precisie test van de QED levert.

M. Veltman, Phys.Lett. 91B (1980) 95

7. Uit de bepaling van de niveaux van de 3d 4s4p configuratie in de hoog
geïoniseerde spectra van de iso-electronische reeks van Cu I kan de
conclusie worden getrokken, dat de niveaux van de 3d 4s configuratie in
Ge IV en Ge VI onjuist zijn.

J. Wyart et al., J. Opt. Soc. Am. 71 (1981) 692
Y.N. Yoshi en Th. A. M. van Kleef, Physica 94C (1978) 270
Atomic Energy Levels, Vol. II, 1952, pl40

8. Het idee, dat de beweging ven ionen een overwegende rol zou spelen bij
het signaal, dat op de kathode van MWPC's gemeten wordt, is onjuist.

G. Fisher and J. Plch, NIM 100 (1972) 515
F. Sauli, CERN/Yellow report (1977) 77-09

9. In tegenstelling tot de overheersende mening in de geschiedschrijving
vinden we in Amsterdam in de jaren tachtig en negentig van de achttiende
eeuw onder de patriotten nagenoeg evenveel werklozen als onder de
oranje-gezinden.

I.J. van Manen en K. Vermeulen, Tijdschrift voor sociale geschiedenis,
20 (1980) 331; 21 (1981) 3
C.H.E. de Wit, De Nederlandse revolutie van de achttiende eeuw
1780-1787, oligarchie en proletariaat

10.Optische sensoren kunnen pas dan met succes bij robots worden toegepast
als het probleem van de 3-dimensionale patroonherkenning is opgelost.

J.M. Brady, Artificial Intelligence, 17 (1981) 1
G.G. Dodd and L. Rossol, Computer vision and sensor based robots,
Plenum Press, 1979

11.Door de steeds ruimere toepassingsgebieden van informatiesystemen in de
maatschappij wordt de definitie van (ANSI) standaards voor zg. 'middle-
ware' - zoals text editing, screenhandling, datacommunicatie etc. -
steeds urgenter.

12.Het is een onjuiste gewoonte documentatie te voorzien van de aanduiding
'laatste versie' of 'definitief'. Het verdient aanbeveling om tenminste
de datum te vermelden.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

The experiment described in this thesis - a study of the inclusive production of

(t>-meson8 in high energy hadron interactions - is part of the experimental

program that was carried out by the ACCMOR (Amsterdam-CERN-Cracov-Miin-

chen (MPI)-Oxford-Rutherford) collaboration in the period 1975-1978 at the

Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) of CERN. The proposal for the experiment - one

of the first to be approved for the SPS (WA3) - was to set up a two magnet

single arm spectrometer in an unseparated hadron beam of 93 GeV maximum

momentum in the West experimental Area, and to carry out a study of quasi

twobody reactions at low momentum transfer. In addition to this program of

low multiplicity interactions some time was devoted to a study of inclusive

reactions. In total 17 x 106 triggers were recorded on approximately 1000

tapes. A complete list of the reaction channels studied is given in table [1-1]

together with the number of good events recorded. The experiment so far resulted

in a total of 10 publications and including this thesis in 4 PhD dissertations

(see refs. [1]-[14]).

The core of the apparatus used in the WA3-experiment consists of two large

spectrometer magnets of 0.9 and 2 Tm integrated field value respectively with

spark chambers in front, in between and behind these magnets to record the

trajectories of charged particles. Two large multicellular threshold Cerenkov

counters behind the second magnet allow identification of charged particles

over a rather wide momentum range. The apparatus extends from the target

until the most downstream element over a length of about 25 meters. The

spectrometer, though originally designed for the study of low multiplicity

states appeared to be very well suited for studying the high multiplicity
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Reaction

71 p -

K~p H

• 71 7t~7! p

• K~1l+Tl~p

•^ K. to p

ïï p H

7T~p •*

•i

K± P

• 7t+Tt"n

• K + K"n

è + X
->

DD + X

Beam
[GeV/c]

63 + 94

63

63

63

63 + 93

# Good events

600 K

200 K

2 K

230 K

12 K

0.5 K

12 K

• 2 K

it p • itun

* Ti°n

•* T|'n

p -> all

63

63

60 K

350 K

Table 1-1 WA3 - experiments.

events of the inclusive ^-experiment, in particular thanks to the large

number of spark.chambers which provided sufficient redundancy to allow an

efficient pattern recognition. Also the good particle identification possibi-

lities were an important asset of thé apparatus, so that only minor modifica-

tions to the set up weie required to run an inclusive <j)-trigger. Data with the
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inclusive <|>-trigger were obtained at 93 GeV/c incident momentum for both nega-

tive and positive beam polarity, and at 63 GeV/c for negative beam polarity only.

Because of the momentum threshold of the Cerenkov counter used in the trigger

the Feynman x (x = 2PT
cnV/s) of the <t>-mesons accepted by the trigger was

r L

restricted to relatively small values, i.e. 0.04 < x < .24 at 93 GeV/c and

0.12 < xp < 0.36 at 63 GeV/c. The geometrical acceptance of the apparatus,

moreover, restricted the transverse momentum PT to values less than 1 GeV/c. A

total of approximately 2.5 million triggers were recorded onto 155 magnetic

tapes. After all selections a total of 11,822 4>-events remained, the biggest

sample of <J>-mesons available so far. Since at each incoming momentum the

incoming hadron can either be a pion, kaon or (anti-)proton, a total of nine

different (though correlated) subsamples are available in the analysis stage-

The (t>-meson is the first member of the series of so-called hidden flavour

vector mesons which further includes the J/i\> and T. These mesons have the

property that they almost purely consist of heavy quarks (of flavours

"strange" (s), "charm" (c) and "bottom" (b)) but with the corresponding quan-

tum numbers in the quark-antiquark (qq) meson state cancelled i.e. $ (ss),

J/ip (cc) and T (bb). Their presence, however, is demonstrated by the decay

characteristics of these mesons, which show a strong suppression of the

strong decay channels. The J/<JJ is the most famous representative of this

series, since its discovery in 1974 led to the introduction of a new quark,

the c (charmed) quark. Its production in hadronic interactions has been

studied quite extensively afterwards in experiments at FNAL and CERN (ref.

[19]). In contrast to the interest in the hadronic production of the J/<|>,

little interest has been shown in studying the inclusive production of the

(t>-meson. Only a few experimental data were existing. A summary of existing



experiments Including the present one is given in table [1-2] (see also refs.

[15]-[18] and fig. [1-1]).

Mnemonic Collaboration Beam Reaction // Events Observed
[GeV/c] decay

ABBCCH Aachen/Berlin/Bonn/ 16
ILVW CERN/Cracow/Heidelberg/

Innsbruck/London/ 10/16
Vienna/Warsaw

K-p

8 K K+K"

CCCEO CEN Saclay/CERN/Collëge
de France/E.Palaiseau/
Or say

200 % p

K±P

PP.PP

2 K

CCHK CERN/Collëge de France/
Heidelberg/Karlsruhe

ALN Amsterdam/Louvain/
North Western University

ACCMOR Amsterdam/CERN/Cracov/
Miinchen/Oxford/
Rutherford

ISR
/s -

ISR
/s =

93
63

52

63

PP
.5

PP

^/lT/p
iT/K~/p

0.15 K

0.3 K

12 K

K+K"

K+K"

Table 1-2 Summary of <|>-experiments.

The lack of experiments is somewhat surprising since a systematic study of pro-

duction characteristics of the 0-meson might be useful in getting a better

understanding of the production process of the heavier hidden flavour vector
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mesons, in particular since the <|>-meson offers certain advantages compared to

J/<1* and T. It can be produced by K-mesons, i.e. particles which contain the hid-

den quark as a valence quark, something which is not possible for the J/<|< and T,

ABBCCHILVW 1

CCCEO

ACCMOR

. 1

CCHK

ABBCCHILVW

A L N

- 1 0 -0.5 -0.5 .1.0

Fig. 1-1 \~?Y range covered by the experiments listed in table [1-2],

while the possible associated production of strange particles, which is an

important clue to the understanding of the production mechanism is much easier

studied than for instance associated charm with the J/4>. Moreover, experimental

conditions for studying <|>-meson production are quite favourable. The inclusive

<J> cross-section is large (of the order of hundred nbarn, compared to 0.1 (ibarn

for the J/<IO> while the principal decay mode <|> -> K + K~ (branching ratio of

0.486) provides a good signature; a narrow width peak just above threshold in

the K K~-invariant mass spectrum.
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The above considerations were the main motivation for proposing a study on

Inclusive (((-production with the WA3-spectrometer.

The outline of this thesis Is as follows: In chapter II we describe the

apparatus, both in hard- and software. Special attention Is given in section

II.c to the parametrisation of the magnetic field. A detailed derivation of the

formula used to construct the fast computer algorithme for the calculation of

particle momenta is given in appendix A. In chapter III.A we describe the fast

logic for the <|>-trigger and discuss the off-line event selection. In section

III.B we describe the acceptance corrections and in section III.C we review the

data processing. In chapter IV we introduce the quark-parton model which is used

to describe the data. The experimental results as well as a comparison with the

theoretical model are finally presented in chapter V.
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CHAPTER II. THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

An ex'ensive description of the apparatus as well as of the on- and off-line

software used in the WA3 spectrometer can be found in ref. [1]. In this

chapter we will restrict ourselves to a short review of the general lay-out of

the apparatus and the off-line programs. A more extensive discussion is given,

however, of the special provisions that were made for the inclusive <|>-ex-

periment. Also a detailed description is given of the magnetic field para-

metrlzatlon, in which the Amsterdam group was particularly involved.

A. Hardware

1. The beamline

Figure [II.1] shows the lay-out of the beamline in the west experimental area

of the CERN-SPS at the time of our experiment. The WA3 spectrometer is located

at the end of H1B, one of the beams that originate in the target T3. It is an

unseparated hadron beam of either positive or negative polarity with momentum in

the range 20 to 100 GeV/c. The same beam serves WA7 upstream of our target.

Because of different beam requirements and also because of the degrading effect

on the beam of the WA7 apparatus, the two experiments cannot run together and ƒ

therefore had to be scheduled in different experimental periods. Two differen-

tial Cerenkov counters (cedars) and one threshold Cerenkov counter in the

beamline allow the description of each separate incoming particle as a pion,

kaon, or (anti-)proton. This information is available at trigger level. The

relative fractions of plons, kaons and (anti-)protons depend on the polarity and

I
the momentum of the beam. See figure [II-2]. For the inclusive <)>-run the H1B i

unseparated hadron beam was operated with negative polarity tuned to momenta of

93 and 63 GeV/c respectively, the positive beam was tuned to 93 GeV/c. We will
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WEST EXPERIMENTAL AREA
GENERAL LAYOUT

I distorted arbitrary scale)

Fig. II-1 Lay out of the West-Hall area at the SPS.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
BEAM MOMENTUM [GeV] >

Fig. II-2 Composition of the H1B Beam for 1012 protons on target T3.
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furiiier refer to these settings as: -93, -63 and +93 GeV. The beam spill was

of the order of 1.2 second, depending slightly on the experimental conditions of

the SPS. The maximum beam rate In our experiment was determined by the memory

time of the spark chambers and was of the order of 2 x 10s particles per second.

For the inclusive $-run a smaller beam intensity was used, the limitations

coming from the saturation of our trigger.

2. The apparatus

The WA3 spectrometer is a single arm spectrometer built around two large aper-

ture bending magnets. Particles impinge on a liquid hydrogen target. The trajec-

tories of charged reaction products are recorded by wire spark-chambers equipped

with magnetostrictive readout. Particle identification Is done by means of two

large Cerenkov hodoscopes at the downstream end of the spectrometer. A NORD-10

minicomputer is used to record the event information onto magnetic tape. The

experimental program for the WA3 experiment mainly concentrated on the study of

exclusive, low multiplicity events. (See refs.[I-2]-[I-10]). Due to the high

redundancy of sparkchambers (80 planes) the apparatus appeared to be well suited

for the measurement of high multiplicity Inclusive events as well. Only minor

changes were made to the set-up of the spectrometer in the Inclusive

^-experiment. A side view of this modified apparatus is shown in figure [II-3].

The beam particles are coming in from the left. From left (upstream) to right

(downstream) we distinguish successively:

H2 - 50 cm long target filled with liquid hydrogen, 0=35 mm

PI - proportional wire chambers, used to measure the charged particle multipli-

city immediately behind the target
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- o

Fig. II-3 Side view of the WA3 spectrometer.
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ARM1 - 24 planes of wire spark chambers

MNP • spectrometer magnet, integrated field - 0.89 Tm, gap-size 2.4 x 0.6 x

1.3 m3 (-w x h x 1)

P2/i - scintillation counter hodoscope used to measure the charged particle

multiplicity behind the MNP magnet

AcV.i: - 20 planes of wire spark chambers

3BC - second spectrometer magnet, 2.07 Tm, gap-size 1.6 x 0.5 x 1.7 m3

A/cM3A - 16 planes of wire spark chambers

Cl - 2 x 7 cell Cerenkov hodoscope, the dimensions of the individual cells

are indicated In figure [II-4]

P6 - 2 x 7 cell scintillator array, the dimension of the array elements

matching the size of the mirrors of Cl

ARM3B - 12 planes of wire spark chambers

P4 - 2 x 8 cell scintillator array

C2 - 2 x 8 cell Cerenkov hodoscope

ARM3C - 8 planes of wire spark chambers

y - photon calorimeter (ref. [2])

Not shown in figure [II-3] are the two packs of proportional chambers in front

of the target which form arm 4 of the spectrometer and are used to measure the • *

trajectory of the beam particle.

In table [II-l] we list the number of spark chamber planes of given wire

orientation In the different arms of the spectrometer (the wire orientation is

expressed in degrees with respect to the vertical).

The only addition for the Inclusive $ experiment were the scintillator arrays P6

and P4. P4 was an already existing array originally intended to match the
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— 62— *41»

L
C2

•92-* '42'
C1

Fig. II-4 Mirror dimensions of Che Cerenkov counter hodoscopes Cl and C2.

arm

1

2

3a

3b

3c

4a

4b

number

0

6

10

8

6

4

1

2

of planes

90 -45

6 6

-

-

-

-

1 1

2 1

per

+45

6

-

-

-

-

1

1

wire

-30

-

5

4

-

-

-

-

orientation

+30

-

5

4

-

-

-

-

-12

-

-

-

3

2

-

-

[degrees]

+12

-

-

-

3

2

-

-

sensitive
area

to»2]

2 x 1

3.6 x 1

3 x 1

4.5 x 1

4.5 x 2

0.128 x 0.128

0.064 x 0.064

Table II-l Wire chamber parameters.



Cerenkov cells of C2. In this experiment It was placed right In front of C2 to

be used In correlation with P6. This correlation Imposes certain angular 4

restrictions on the triggering particles in arm 3 (see par. II.B.5).

P6 was especially constructed for the inclusive <t> experiment. It consists of 3

mm thick sclntillator elements matching one by one the dimension of the Cerenkov

mirrors of Cl. This makes It possible to signal the presence of charged par-

ticles, that do not give light in the Cerenkov hodoscope Cl and thus can be con-

sidered as K/p candidates.

3. The electronics and the NORD-10 mem

The trigger logic Is performed by fast NIM electronics(ref.[3]). The total delay

of the trigger signal with respect to the moment the event occurs Is =300 nsec.

Once the electronics provides a trigger signal, the spark chamber planes

are fired. The signals from the wire spark chambers, including the signals from

the fiducial wires are fed into so called 'Anna Modules' which can measure the

arrival time of up to 16 signals per chamber. The on-line NORD-10 minicomputer

will then read out the information from these modules as well as the information

from the various counters* The combined information is written onto magnetic

tape. A fraction of these events Is used to monitor the functioning of the

apparatus during the experiment. The complete trigger cyclus including the

paralysis time for the spark chambers takes =20 msec, which implies a maximum

number of events to be recorded on tape of =60 for each burst of the SPS (1.2

sec long) depending on the multiplicity of the event.

B. Software

In this section we describe briefly the off-line computer program TENPRO, which •/
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is used for the event reconstruction. Special attention Is given to some modifi-

cations of the standard program that were introduced for the processing of the

Inclusive $ events.

TENPRO was developed In the first place for the reconstruction of low multipli-

city exclusive events. A high track finding efficiency was required in order to

keep systematic errors small compared to the statistical error of these high

statistics data samples. The goal of reaching an almost 100% trackfinding effi-

ciency, however could only be achieved by sacrificing processing speed. The

result wa6 a program that was not optimized for the demands of the high

multiplicity events of the Inclusive $ experiment. It was unacceptably slow and

also the trackfinding efficiency appeared to be unsatisfactory In an environment

of a large number of closely spaced tracks as encountered In arms 1 and 2. The

solution was to start processing of the events in arm 3, i.e. the most down-

stream part of the spectrometer. On the basis of the trajectories in this arm it

was decided whether the event could possibly contain a low mass K+K~-pair so

that further processing was sensible. This reduced the number of events to be

fully processed by a factor of about 8. Moreover,the trackfinding in arm 2 and 1

was Improved by using the guidance of arm 3 and arm 2 trajectories respectively.

The calibration programs WIGGLE and BESPEC which determine the exact position of

the spark chambers and the total magnetic field length of the two magnets are

described in paragraph II-4 of reference [1].

1. The reconstruction program TEHPRO

The event reconstruction is done by the computer program TENPRO. The dimensions

of the memory banks allow a maximum of ten charged secondary tracks (TEN PROngs)

in the two magnet set-up of the WA3 spectrometer. TENPRO reads the raw data tape
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produced by the NORD-10 on-line computer and produces a Data Summery Tape (DST)

which Is used for the physics analysis* The basic running conditions for TENPRO

are transmitted through BLOCK DATA constants. The spark chamber constants

experience slow variations, which require the use of different sets of constants

- provided by the program WIGGLE - for each period of approximately 12 hours.

2. The system flow diagram

A very simplified flow diagram for TENPRO is given in figure [II-5].

Three phases can be distinguished: the initialization, operation, and end phase.

During initialization the program:

I) reads the sparkchamber constants and

II) initialises the general constants used in the operation and end

phase

l oop '•

QBEGIN

initialisation phase

operation phase

end phase

(JEND

Fig. II-5 Flowdiagram for TENPRO.
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During the operation phase:

I) the NORD-tape is read,

II) the events in each physical record are reconstructed and

ill) for every event a record is written onto the output tape (DST).

After completion of a full input-tape the program comes in the end phase. Here

the accumulated histograms and the error statistics for the reconstructed events

of the tape are printed.

3. The event reconstruction

During the operation phase all relevant information for a specific event is used

to determine the momentum vectors of the charged reaction products and the co-

ordinates of the interaction vertex. The flowdiagram for the reconstruction

process is shown in figure [II-6]. The main steering routines are indicated

i.e.,

INPUT - fetches an -vent from the NORD-tape,

ORDER(i) - performs the pattern recognition in arm i and determines the

track parameters (in space),

COMBIN - links the track segments in the different arms of the spectro-

meter and determines the momentum vectors and interaction

vertex,

BUFOUT - writes event information onto DST.

In addition the routines GUIDE and TRIGGS are indicated. These are non-standard

routines - especially written for the high multiplicity inclusive (((-trigger -

and they represent the major modifications to TENPRO for this experiment;
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a) the Introduction of a so called "backward reconstruction method" (GUIDE) and

b) the Introduction of an "off-line trigger" (TRIGGS).

loop
over
all
events

input

order(4)
no

no

order(3)|

no

triggs

guide(2)

order (2)]

guided)

order(i)

combin

bufout

Fig. II-6 Flowdiagram of the reconstruction process.
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4. The "backward reconstruction method"

The reconstruction of the high multiplicity events starts in arm 3 of the *

spectrometer. This Is the most downstream part of the spectrometer. Most low

momentum tracks therefore have been swept away by the two bending magnets.

Accordingly the average multiplicity in this arm is small (n » 3.5) and

the pattern recognition still relatively simple. Under the assumption that

tracks originate in an interaction vertex, located at the center of the target,

the arm 3 track parameters allow a rough estimate of the momentum P of the

corresponding particle. For this we use the expression

P - 0.3 . { AZX ƒ Bydz + AZ2 ƒ B dz } / xT (1)

MNP BBC

where AZ „ are the distances of the centre of the MNP and BBC magnets respec-

tively to the center of the target in m, and x_ is the value of the x-ooordinate

of the arm 3 track segment at the target centre in m, P is the momentum In

GeV/c and |B dz is the field length in Tm for MNP and BBC respectively (see

figure [II-3] for a definition of the coordinate system).

The sign of F corresponds to the charge of the particle. In deriving (1) the

magnetic field is considered to be concentrated in an infinitely thin volume at

the magnet center, while all angles a are assumed to be small so that since can

be equated to tga. The main contribution to AP/P comes from the uncertainty in ƒ

the interaction vertex, in particular of the z-position. For large angles a, '

i.e. small momenta, the approximation used in the derivation of (1) becomes

poor. In all cases the worst value of AP/P for particles observed in arm 3,

however, remains small and is of the order of 5% for the lowest momenta (see

figure [11-71). Knowing the momentum the trajectory of the particle in arm 2

can be predicted. This defines a relatively narrow cone in arm 2 where to look j[
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for the expected spark coordinates. When the predicted trajectory Is Indeed

found within this cone, the corresponding spark coordinates are removed from

the spark banks. When the list of trajectories In arm 3 Is exhausted, we proceed

with the "classical" ungulded track-searching method In arm 2 (ref. [1], p. 32).

5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

0

-

—

I
- J

i

-

-

i -

-

i, •

-10 -5 5 10

4r <°M

Fig. II-7 Momentum resolution as obtained by GUIDE.

In an analogous way we proceed from arm 2 to arm 1. This "backward" reconstruc-

tion method results in a more efficient and faster pattern recognition than the
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classical method where tracksegments in the Individual arms are formed In a

completely Independent way. Moreover, In a very early stage of the event

reconstruction, I.e. after the pattern recognition In arm 3, Information Is

available on the momenta of particles. This Information makes It possible to

stop the reconstruction of an event If It does not satisfy the conditions of an

off-line event trigger.

5. The off-line trigger

In the previous section It was shown that under certain assumptions the track

segments In arm 3 allow a determination of the momenta of the corresponding

particles. Also the transverse momenta In the production point can be

calculated. This together with the Cerenkov Information makes It possible to

decide whether or not an event Is a low mass K+K" (or pp/K~p+) pair. This deci-

sion Is made In the routine TRIGGS. It checks whether the event satisfies the

following criteria which are necessary conditions for the requested low mass

pair: (See chapter III.A for details).

a. at least one positive and one negative particle is seen in arm 3,

b. both tracks are crossing a Cerenkov mirror and no light is detected in

these Cerenkov cells,

c. the momentum of both particles is greater than 1. GeV/c (This is a very

safe lower limit given the threshold momentum for pions in Cl of

3.7 GeV/c),

d. the ratio of the momenta of the two particles lies between 0.5 and 2.0,

e. the relative transverse momentum of the two particles in both xz- and

yz-plane is less than 0.75 GeV/c.

Selection criteria a, b, and c define, within generous limits, a possible K+K~
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(or pp/K"p ) combination. Criteria d and e are based on the specific kinematical

properties of a $-event as described in chapter III.A- The limits have been

chosen sufficiently large to assure that neither inclusive ^-events, nor

possible pp S(1936) events (ref. [1-4]) are lost due to uncertainties in the

rough momentum determination. When an event does not satisfy the criteria men-

tioned above, further processing is halted and the next event is read in. In the

other case track reconstruction is continued in arms 2 and 1. We end up with a

set of space tracks in each arm (only 1 in arm 4, the beamtrack). With this

information we enter the next routine, COMBIN.

6. Track matching and momentum determination

COMBIN is the steering routine for the kinematical reconstruction of the event.

It combines all available information in arm 1, 2, 3, and 4 to obtain a set of

momentum vectors in arm 1 and an interaction vertex- The program first tries to

match track segments on both sides of the MNP (arm 1 and 2) and BBC (arm 2 and

3) magnets respectively. Also matches between arm 1 and 3 are tried allowing for

a possible missing track element in arm 2. Then a global fit is done - using the

matching requirements in the two magnets as constraints - to give a best esti-

mate of the momentum vectors in arm 1 of the spectrometer. In this fit measuring

and multiple scattering errors are taken into account.

Together with the beamtrack (measured in arm 4) and the unmatched spacetracks of '

arm 1, these momentum vectors are used in the routine APEXF to determine (fit)

the vertex of the event. Under the assumption that all particles are produced in

this vertex, the momentum vectors can be calculated for those trajectories where

only one spacetrack is observed, either in arm 2 or 3. Following this scheme

COMBIN is able to determine for virtually all charged particles that pass the . £
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MNP nagnet the momentum vectors in arm I. Thus also when track segment infor-

cation Is oissing due to Inefficiencies of the sparkchambers or for geometry

reasons» For this COMBIN makes use of the magnet routines MATE and TRACE. These

routines: MATE which matches pairs of spacetracks and determines momenta and

TRACE, which traces a charged particle with known momentum for- or backwards

through a magnet, use simple but accurate algorithms to represent the magnetic

field actions on charged particles of both MNP and BBC magnets. This algorithm

is described in section C.3 of this chapter.

7. Output

The routine BUFOUT writes for every event a record onto magnetic tape (Data Sum-

mary Tape » DST). This record contains information about the vertex, momentum

vectors and track segments as well as information from the pattern units. A DST

record is also written for events that are excluded from further processing by

the routine TRIGGS. In this case the information is restricted to what is known

at the moment of rejection, i.e. track segments reconstructed in arm 3 and pat-

tern unit Information. This makes It possible to select later at DST level

events for processing without having to reprocess the arm 3 information from the

raw data-tape, thus saving considerably in computer time.

C. Farametrizatlon of the magnetic fields

In this section the parameterization is described of the magnetic field of both

the MNP and BBC magnet. A very accurate parametrization is required not only for

the momentum determination but also for the prediction of the trajectory of the

particle in order to provide sufficiently tight constraints for the global fit,
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centloned In paragraph 6 of the previous section. Moreover, the parametrlzatlon

cust be mathematically simple to allow a fast executable computer algorithm. In

paragraph 1 a short description Is given of the magnetic field measurements. The

procedure for parametrizing the magnetic field is discussed in the next

paragraphs. For a detailed discussion of the derivation of the various formulas

used, we refer to the appendix A.

1. The field measurements

For both magnets the three components of the magnetic field were accurately

measured on a grid of points covering the whole volume of the field. The

measurements were performed by a set of Hall-probes mounted on a semi-automatic

measuring device (ref. [4]). The grid spacing was chosen at 6, 4 and 2 cm along

the x-, y-, and z-axis respectively. Thus, the 3 field components were measured

in approximately 40,000 grid points for each magnet. The digitized voltages

measured by the Hall-probes were recorded onto magnetic tape. These tapes were

processed off-line on the CDC-6400 of the N1KHEF-H in Amsterdam. Because of

mechanical inaccuracies of the measuring system, the Hall probes experienced

small rotations and translations, resulting in systematic errors in the measured

field values. These had to be eliminated by using the symmetry properties of the

magnet. After applying all necessary corrections the Maxwell equations were used

to check - succesfully - the quality of the procedure. The typical shape of the

three field components is shown in figure [II-8]. The absolute calibration of

the field was carried out by a NMR-probe placed in the physical centre of the

magnets. Nominal values of 1.5484 and 0.8?37 Tesla were measured for the BBC and

MNP magnet respectively under standard operating conditions. Special Hall

probes, permanently fixed to the pole face of both magnets at a point where the

field gradient was largest allowed the monitoring of the field during the
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expcrlcentai periods. The interference between the two magnets was measured and

appeared to be negligibly small (5 x 10" T).

A
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Fig. II-8 Typical shape of the three field components of the BBC magnet.

2. Generation of particle trajectories

As a first step in the magnetic field parametrization a large representative

sample of trajectories was generated spanning the full range of possible momenta

and entrance angles. This was done by tracing the particles step by step through
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the field using a Runge Kutta procedure. For each trajectory the

input-paraceters: charge, momentum and entrance angles as well as the resulting

track paraceters after tracing It through the magnetic field were recorded on

disk. These data were used in the tracing and matching algorithms.

3. Momentum determination

A charged particle in a magnetic field experiences a Lorentz force in the hori-

zontal xz-plane:

Fx = 0.3 e vy Bz - 0.3 e vz By (2)

with: v = v tga , v = v tga , v the velocity of the particle in the z-
x z x y z y z

direction and a , a the projected angles of the trajectory in the xz- and yz-x y

plane respectively. (Throughout this section we will equate the velocity of

light (0.299792) to 0.3 Gm/s.) For the ideal, rectangular shaped, magnetic field

of fig. [11-10] the first term in expression (2) can be neglected. In that case

the component of the total momentum in the xz-plane, F , is given by:
xz

= -0.3 e /B dz / (sina e x - sina l n) (3)
y x A

where the upper indices "in" and "ex" denote the entry and exit position of the

magnet. In reality the field is not ideally box-shaped. It has a bell-shaped

dependence on z and some - preferably very small - dependence on the x- and

y-coordinates. Moreover the minor components of the field are not negligible,

in particular at positions where the gradient of the main component is steep,
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FIG n-9

FIG n-io

•ex

'IC T
FIG n-11

Fig. II-9 Simplified behaviour of a trajectory passing a rectangular field as
shown in figure 11-10. A more realistic approximation of the field is
shown In figure 11-11.
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tfauG leading to the so called fringe field.

A reasonably good representation of the z-dependence of the main component is

given by the linear end field configuration shown In fig. [11-11]. For this

field, using the Maxwell equations to determine B in equation (2), P is given
z xz

by:

-0.3 e (1 T c tg2a ) /Bdz / (sinaex - sina ln) (4)
j y * Jt

where c is a constant of the order 1. To account for the dependence of the field

on x and y it Is assumed that 3 (x,y,z) can be parametrized as

By(x,y,z) - By(o,o,z) • (1 + f(x,y» (5)

where empirically it is found that for our magnet f(x,y) can be approximated by

a simple polynomial, consistent with the symmetry properties of the field i.e.

f(x,y) - px2 + qy2 (6)

With this parametrizatlon a relatively simple algorithm can be found to compute

the JB dz experienced by each Individual particle. This is discussed in more
y

detail in appendix A.

4. Track matching in the horizontal plane

The global fit package of the event reconstruction program requires a very ,

accurate parametrization of the effect of the magnetic field on the particle
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trajectories- In the first place to set the constraint on the match of two track

segments - belonging to the same trajectory - on either side of the magnet. In

the second place to predict very accurately the track parameters on the other

side of the magnet when the momentum Is known.

In this paragraph first the parametrlzatlon In the xz-plane Is discussed.

Various parameters may be chosen to reproduce the correct behaviour of the

trajectory. A simple and practical choice appeared to be the z-coordinate of

the intersection point of the two extrapolated track segments (fig. [II-9]).

The aim should be to predict this point as accurately as possible. If the calcu-

lated z-posltion of the intersection point Z c a c agrees with the observed z-

position Z.0 s then the difference of the x-coordinates of the two track

segments Axc c is zero. The value of Axc c at Z c is accordingly a check on

the quality of the match and as such can be used as a constraint. For the pur-

pose of tracing the trajectory through the magnet Z c serves as a pivot point

for the predicted trajectory, with the angle determined by formula (3). The

parametrization of Z c has the following form:

CIR

In this formula Z is the z-coordlnate of the Intersection point of the par-

ticle in case of an Ideal, rectangular shaped, magnetic field (see fig. [11-10]).

In such a field the particle describes a perfect circle between the two boun-
C1R

daries at z and zej£. The value of Zj. can be easily calculated (see fig.

[II-9]):

CIR

1
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where:

6x
CIR = Ep cosax

ln - e / p2 - (ep slnax
ln - ( z ^ - z ^ ) ) 2 , (8a)

CIR

6 CIR + ep cosa ln

X X

" ( z m + zex)/2 and <8c>

z
ex

p - 0.3 f B y d 2 / { P x z ( Z e x - z l n ) } . ( 8 d)
2ln

Z Is a first approximation to Z ° . A correction AZ. Is obtained when we

approximate the shape of the actual magnetic field by the linear end field con-

figuration of figure [11-11] and take the corresponding fringe fields into

account. This gives the following expression:

-Ax + Atga ex.z
A Z I = * e x (9) ;

ex
where Ax and Atgax represent the focussing effect of the fringe fields. With /

some approximations (see appendix A) we can write: '

Atga = e/p tg2a (L + o) (10)
x y

and

Ax = e/p tgocy (L + a) y ^ (n)

Empirically it was found that an even better approximation of Z was obtained by

: J'
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adding two quadratic terms in tga n and tga e x thus leading to the final
X X

expression (6).

5. Track matching in the vertical plane

In the vertical yz-plane the charged particles experience a Lorentz force

Fy = 0.3 e vzBx - 0.3 e vxBz (12)

The minor components of the field (B and B ) therefore also lead to a deflec-
x z

tlon of the particle in the yz-plane. The main contribution comes from B , which

is particularly large In the fringe field regions of the magnet. The effect Is

therefore in first approximation represented by the action of two thin lenses at

the boundaries of the magnet. For our purposes a better approximation was

required, which took into account both the extension of the fringe field region

and the contribution of the B component. Again using the linear end field con-

figuration of fig. [11-11] the following expression is derived:

(13a)1 =

fin

1
=

ex

e tg«x"'<0)

P

-e tgax
ex(O)

P

-

6P2

6P2

cin +

cos3ax
ln(0)

öex

cos3ax
ex(0)

et x

P

H « x

P

(13b)

with f the focal lengths of the lenses describing the fringe field. The
in y 6x

variables appearing in these expressions are defined in appendix A.
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CHAPTER III. 0-TRIGGER, DATA PROCESSING AND ACCEPTANCE CORRECTIONS

A. Q-trlgger

1. Introduction

The two-magnet eet-up of the WA3 spectrometer allowed an accurate momentum

measurement (Ap/p £ .5%) of charged particles over the full range of measured

momenta (i.e. from =1 GeV/c to the maximum of =100 GeV/c). It further provided

good particle identification in the forward direction thanks to two large

Cerenkov-hodoscopes Cl and C2 (fig. II-3) at the downstream end of the

spectrometer. These characteristics made it well suited for the study of the

Inclusive production of if-mesons via the decay-mode $ • K+K~. (See table

[III-l] for the branching ratios of the major <)>-decay channels). Cerenkov-

hodoscope Cl and scintillation counter array P6 - of which the elements matched

one by one the cells of Cl - were used to select possible charged K-meson pairs.

decay mode if

K+K~

K LK S

T)Y

fraction

48.6

35.2

14.7

1.5

± 1

± 1

± 0

± 0

[%]

.2

.2

.7

.2

Table III-l Branching ratios of the major <t>-decay channels.

The good momentum resolution resulted in an excellent mass resolution of the

i!
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- narrou width - (J-meson. An essential factor in the success of the trigger was

the low Q-value of the $ + K+K~ decay. This resulted in a large acceptance of

the inclusively produced 0-mesons even down to small - almost zero - values of

the Feynman variable Xp (Xp - 2PL*//s). It further implied certain kinematical

correlations between the two decay-particles, which could be used to select $-

meson candidates both in the trigger and in the off-line processing (see

paragraph II.B.5).

2. Determination of trigger conditions

A rough idea of the acceptance of the apparatus for the decay <j> + K+K~ follows

from figure [III-l]. This figure also suggests a preferred threshold setting

.
PL = 3 3GeV

13 m

'•MNP '•BBC 13 m

Fig. III-l Momentum cut-off in the xz- and yz-plane.
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of Cerenkov Cl, which In the trigger was used to select K-meson candidates. For

a 4>-ceson with transverse momentum P * equal to zero, the maximum transverse

cocentun of the K-meson - P - amounts to 127.3 MeV/c, i.e. the decay momentum

in the C restframe. Our acceptance requirement is that the two K-mesons pass

inside the window determined by the Cl mirror plane and the corresponding P6

array at z - 13.0 m (see figure [III-2]). In the (vertical) yz-projectlon It is

6een that full acceptance 16 achieved for K-mesons with momentum above 3.3

GeV/c. In the (horizontal) xz-projection this is the case for K-mesons with

momentum above 3.5 GeV/c. In the trigger these potential K+K~ pairs are selected

by requiring the absence of Cerenkov light in the corresponding cell of Cl. The

major trigger background comes from pions with momentum below the n-threshold of

Cl. To suppress this background the u—threshold should be as low as possible,

the average pion momentum for 93 GeV/c hadron interactions being -6. GeV/c.

In order to have a good acceptance for the decay products of the $ and at the

same time a sufficient suppression of triggers from low momentum pions freon-22

(chlorodibromomethane) was chosen as a filling of Cl. At atmospheric pressure

and 20° C the refractive index of the gas in Cl was measured to be 1.00071

resulting in Cerenkov thresholds for n, K and p of 3.7, 13. and 24. GeV/c

respectively. In the trigger a K-meson candidate is identified as a particle

with a hit in a P6 array element and the absence of a signal in the

corresponding Cerenkov cell of Cl. This condition therefore selects

- inefficiencies of the Cerenkov left apart - n-mesons with momentum below

3.7 GeV/c, K-mesons with momentum 13. GeV/c and protons with momentum below

24. GeV/c. The momentum bracket 3.7 to 13. GeV/c is used off-line to select K-

meson candidates. This restricts the range in x of the <|>-meson for which our

experiment is sensitive. For the two incident momenta where data are available,
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93 GeV/c and 63 GeV/c, these Xj, Intervals are .04 < xp < .24 and .12 < xp < .36

respectively. Monte Carlo studies Indicated that the decay products of the

$-cesous produced with an x value In the Intervals mentioned above and with a

transverse oonentuo less than 1. GeV/c appear on opposite sides of the plane

x » 0 In aro 3 of the spectrometer and even pass outside the central elements

(4 and 11) of F6/C1. Furthermore the two kaons diverge In arm 3. The scin-

tillation counter array F4 located about 5 meter downstream of P6 Is used to

check the divergence of the tracks and also to Impose a very rough condition on

their cocenta. For this a correlation was established by Monte Carlo between P6

and P4 elements (see figure [III-2]). We now may draw up the basic trigger

conditions to be satisfied by two charged K-meson candidates and to be Imple-

mented In the ^-trigger. The conditions are:

1. the presence of an incident beam-particle hitting the target In a well

defined area (-Useful Beam = UB),

li. the occurrence of an Interaction giving rise to at least two charged par-

ticles detected in both the MMPC (Multi Wire Proportional Chamber)

hodoscope PI - immediately behind the target - and the scintillation

hodoscope P2/3 behind the MNP-magnet,

ill. the observation of at least one K-meson candidate on either side of the

plane x • 0 in arm 3 of the spectrometer satisfying the restrictions men-

tioned above (*left and * r i j t h t ) .

The trigger scheme is illustrated by figure [III-3]. These conditions could

simply be implemented In the hardware trigger. Unfortunately a similar game

could not be played with the second Cerenkov hodoscope C2, to possibly enlarge

the x^ range covered by the experiment, the signals of C2 arriving too late to
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Fig. III-3 Trigger logic for the inclusive <)> experiment.
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te included In the trigger. However, the C2 information was written onto the

«Jatatape. By choosing a n-threshold for C2 of about 12.1 CeV/c (n-1.000066), K-

cesoms were Identified off-line In a momentum Interval adjacent to that covered

by Cl. This «as Important In our study of strange particle production In asso-

ciation with the C (see section V.B).

3. Trigger logic

The master trigger (M) saturated our data acquisition capacities at the nominal

Incident UB-rate of 2 x 10s pps. In order to enhance the relative fraction of

events Initiated by Incident K-mesons - as well as by antlprotons in case of a

negative polarity beam -, the master trigger was suppressed by a factor 4 (3 at

63 GeV/c) and parallel triggers (M*, M**) were made for incident K-mesons and

antlprotons by including the Information from the two cedars (see II.A.I) In the

beamline.

Accordingly for negative incident beam the following parallel triggers were

used:

M » UB . PI > 2 . P2/3 > 2 . $ l e f t > 1 . <frrl > 1, (suppression factor 4),

M* - UB . cedar(K") . P2/3 > 2 . * l e f t £ 1 . <t>right ~
 L

M** - UB . cedar(p) . P2/3 > 2 . 4>left > 1 . <t>right 1 1;



aired for posi t ive beata po l a r i t y :

M • US . PI 2 2 . P2/3 > 2 . « l e f t > 1 . $ r l > 1, (suppression factor 4 ) ,

M* - UB . cedar(K+) . P2/3 > 2 . $ l e £ t i 1 . * r l h t > 1,

with 4>left " {(1C1 . 1P6) . (JP4 or J+l P<4)} for 1 • 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, or 10 (for

*YlRht * " '• *• '» **' *3 o r 14^" H e r e **** Indicates cell 1 of Cl and J » J(l)

Is chosen according to the P6/P6 correlation table In figure [III-2].

4. Off-line trigger criteria

In chapter II.B.5 we already mentioned that In the data processing stage more

sophisticated off-line criteria were used to select 4>-meson candidates from the

data-tapes» These criteria are based on the low Q-value of the * + K K~ decay.

It can be shown that the following relations hold:

PL " Elab*F + *P inc V

. P 2 cos2((.
P+x - %PT cosd> ± P +

9 s lnS ' coa4>' {l + i } , (2)

é P 2 sin2(j>
p+y * %PT sin* ± P+* slnQ' sin*' {l + ; } , (3)

i



p+*cos0
f

+ ty

«here P+* Is the oocentum of the K
+-meson In the C-restframe and P±x etc. the

ccnpcr.er.ts of the K (K~) momenta In the labsystem. The various angles and axes

aie Indicated In figure [III-4]. For the $-oeson we have Indicated mass,

energy, transverse cocentua and longitudinal momentum In the labsystem with m.,

E , PT and PL respectively. As usual Xp Is defined as 2PL*//s; finally P. and

E l a b are the oonentun of the Incoming particle and the total energy.

Fig. III-4 Definition of angles and axes used In paragraph 4.
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In the inclusive C-experInent we have small P„ (< 1. GeV/c) and relatively large

P^ values 1-7 GeV/c for xf » 0). So E. « P$ • PL< Furthermore we will use

° A = 1 GeV/c
2 and P+*« 0.1273 - 1/8 GeV/c. We are now able to rewrite ?iz'

P±z a ^ PL ( 1 * 1/A C O 8 6 I ) (5)

This forcula indeed provides a good approximation to the K~ momenta in the

laboratory frace. Furthermore:

± 1/8 sinO'cos*1 (6)

P± » %PTslm)i ± 1/8 sine'sin»
1 (7)

(under the condition that PT is small and E. > 7 GeV).

Then :

+
P± | - / P±x2 + P ± yZ

± 1/4

Since -1 S. cos6' < 1 the boundaries for the ratio of momenta of the K-mesons can

be found:

3/5 < | P+ | / | P_ | < 5/3 (9)

The maximum value of | P ^ - P_x | and | P+ - P_ | is of course given by the

decay momentum in the $-restframe i.e.

" P_x I S, 0.25, | P+y - P_y | < 0.25 (10)



For the off-line trigger we finally choose soesewhat looser criteria to account

for the various approxlDatIons as well as to Include possible low mass states In

the pp and Kp systecs, i.e. the S(1936) and A°(1520).

These criteria are:

iv. The ratio of the momenta of two particles lies between 0.5 and 2.0

and

v. the relative transverse momentum of the two particles in both xz- and

yz-plane is less than 0.75 GeV/c.

In both on- and off-line part of the trigger described in this section we are

not able to exclude possible pp or Kp combinations. This will lead to some

background in the K K~ data sample. For momenta above 13 GeV/c the proton iden-

tification is in principle unique (the Cerenkov threshold for K-mesons being

13 GeV/c). In the sample of uniquely identified pp pairs we have searched for

evidence for the S(1936), a possible 4-quark state discovered in pp formation

experiments. The analysis of these data is a side result of the inclusive

((-experiment and falls outside the scope of this thesis. A report on this part

of our experiment can be found in reference [1].
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B. Data taking, processing and checks

1. Data taking

The data used In this experiment were taken in a 10 days running period starting

May 25th 1978 (run 9 of the WA3 experiment). Three different samples were taken.

The momentum and polarity for each sample is shown in table [III - 2].

tapes P [GeV] polarity triggers

100

34

21

93

93

63

1.6 x 106

5.5 x 10=

3.4 x 105

Table III-2 Size of different <t>-samples.

Each raw data tape contains approximately 8700 physical records. The cor-

responding number of trlggers/tepe amounts to =16000. The tapes were written at

the maximum rate of =60 events/burst. The available computer time in between the

bursts was used by the monitoring system of the NORD-10 on-line computer (ref.

[II-l]) to check the average performance of the apparatus. A rough check of the

behaviour of the spark chambers and the trigger efficiency for individual events

was done by scanning of events on display. A few raw data tapes were processed

during the experimental period using a preliminary version of the program

TENPRO, which had been previously installed at the IBM 370/168 of CERN. This
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test seople cade It clear that the data looked healthy up to the DST-level.

The final processing of the data tapes was done at the CDC-6400 computer of

NIKHEF-H In Amsterdam. The backward version of TENFRO was used (see chapter II)

and carefully tuned with part of the -93 GeV data sample to optimise efficiency

and processing speed. Spark chamber positions and magnetic field constants were

calibrated using the programs HIGGLE and BESFEC (see ref.(II-lj). The processing

was done under control of a special job processing system JSS, to facilitate a

smooth operation.

2. The Job Stream System. JSS

Due to the high multiplicity of the reconstructed events the processing time per

tape on the CDC-6400 is approximately 10 central processor hours (CPh). This

amounts to a total of «1500 CPh to process the complete sample of tapes,

Implying a 24 hours/day use of the machine for a period of two months. Special

precautions had to be taken to use this amount of CPU-time on a machine which

does not only have a respectable load of batch jobs at working hours, but also

is used in a semi on-line mode for bubble chamber measuring devices for 14 hours

per day. These conditions forced us to write a complex of programs known under

the name Job Stream System (JSS). In this chapter we will only shortly describe

the basic principles of JSS, a full description can be found in reference [2].

(a) A special job priority was introduced, which gives a job only access to

the central processor unit (CPU) of the CDC-6400 when no other jobs are in
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the cacti inc. This priority level given to the TENPRO jobs assures thet

other batch users will not be disturbed, while at the other hand all

available CPU-time Is consumed.

(b) Two 844 - disk drives were dedicated to the use of TENPRO. Input tapes

(NORD-10 tapes) are staged to disk as permanent files. The output file of

TENPRO, the so-called DST Is In general somewhat shorter than the Input

tape. The output file Is made permanent (extended) by TENPRO every 100

events. After processing of a complete tape the Input file Is removed from

disk and the output tape Is copied to tape. This output tape Is checked

and the corresponding file Is removed from disk.

(c) The two disk drives have enough space to store 3 Input tapes and one out-

put tape. Only one of the three TENPRO jobs corresponding to the Input

tapes Is active and the other two are waiting for a transfer from the

Input-queue to central memory by an active job. (Only one job Is released

at a time). The CPU-tirae/tape of approximately 10 CPh results in 30 hours

of processing before operator Intervention becomes necessary in the form

of tape-mounting of in- and output tapes (see also figure III-5).

(d) During working days the turn around time for one TENPRO job will be

roughly 24 hours. In this period we have a reasonable chance that the pro-

cessing will be disturbed by maintenance or unforeseen deads tarts. The

operator should be able to pick up easily the interrupted job. For each

tape a stream of jobs was created, each job performing a specific task

(staging the NORD-tape, TENPRO execution, copying output file to tape,

etc.) in the processing chain. Each of these jobs can be started for a
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COPYRAW - copy NORD-tape to disk
TENPRO - reconstructionprogram waiting for transfer
TENPRO - reconstructionprogram running
COPYDST - copy outputfile onto tape (DST)
CHECKDST- check DST and make back-up
PURALL - purge outputfiles on disk
HBOOK - make HB00K histograms

T kl : transfer from TENPRO job in stream k to TENPRO job in stream 1
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particular tape by the operator via a single line console command.

(c) These slople console comaands were made possible due to a small data base

eysten, which gives easy access to the variables used In thr; Jobstream.

These variables depend on the tape to be processed, so a (tapenumber)

Indexed data base system was chosen.

(f) A set of routines (ADMINI) was made available to access the Information

within the data base system In an easy way. Moreover, ADMINI allows U6 to

create a job for a particular tape and place It on the Input queue of the

CDC-6400. The Ia6t control card of such a job Is the Instruction to create

the next job In the stream for this particular tape. The last job In the

jobstream for a tape has a control card that Initiates the selection and

subsequent processing of an unprocessed tape (see point c).

The system sketched In this section appeared to be solid enough to be handled

with ease by the computer operators. The complete sample of 155 tapes has been

processed within a period of 4 months.

For each fully processed tape a program (HBOOK) was run on the corresponding

DST. The program displays graphically not only the functioning of the different

elements in the set-up but also the basic physical parameters for the

reconstructed events on the tape. In total some 40 plots were made (and checked)

for each processed tape. Plots were made of tgx and tgy of incoming beam, number

of sparks on each track for the different arms in the spectrometer, elements hit

in the array P2/3, P6, P4 as well as in the Cerenkov hodoscopes, vertex distri-

bution, number of tracks/event, measured momentum/track, etc., etc. In figure

III-6 we show a selection out of these plots. In order to suppress statistical

effects we show the combined data of 10 DST's.
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C. ACCEPTANCE CORRECTIONS

1. Introduction

The Inclusive reaction:

h + p + $ + X (11)

with h - the Incoming hadron (n, K or (anti-)proton),

p - the target proton,

and X - all other particles produced in reaction (11) except for the

K+K~-ey6tem,

can be fully described by the following kinematlcal variables:

- the Feynman variable Xp"PL* /
 pi* m a x"

x„ is the normalized momentum of the
r

mass frame. When s •* •», JC, •»• 2P,* / /s.

x„ is the normalized momentum of the K K -system in the centre of
r

P_ - the transverse component of the momentum of the K K -system.

m^4^_- the Invariant mass of the dikaon system.

j, * G j - the polar angles of the K in the Gottfied-Jackson system (see

figure [III-7].

C - the rotation angle of the production plane - the plane defined by

the beampartlcle and the K+K~-system - with respect to the xz-plane.

The relations between laboratory system, the centre of mass system (CMS) and the

Gottfried-Jackson system (GJS) are shown in figure [III-7].
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ecm

CMS

Fig. III-7. Definition of laboratory-system, centre of mass system (CMS) and
<t> rest frame (Gottfried-Jackson frame).
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Kot all event6 of reaction (11) will be observed by the spectrometer. Losses

occur for various reasons. The trivial ones can 6imply be absorbed In an overall

multiplication factor when calculating the ub equivalent of the experiment. This

will be discussed In section III.C.3. In general, however, the losses are

conplicated functions of the klneisatlcal variable* Hated above* Corrections for

these cannot be determined with analytical methods, but require Monte Carlo

techniques. This Is In particular the case for losses due to:

I. the non-4n acceptance of the apparatus,

II. the limited momentum range In which the K-mesons can be identified by the

Cerenkov counter Cl (see paragraph III.A.2),

III. the weak decay of charged K-mesons,

iv. the hardware trigger conditions,

v. the inability to identify K-mesons if another particle passes the same

Cerenkov cell and produces light because its momentum is above the

Cerenkov thresholds,

vi. the software event selection.

2. Monte Carlo procedures

Monte Carlo procedures are generally used for calculating the effect of accep-

tance losses. A sufficient number of random (but physically possible) events is

generated and the particles are traced through the apparatus. The losses men-

tioned in section III.C.I are represented by series of tests which the particles

have to satisfy in order to be accepted. In our case these tests are:
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1. window test

With this test the x- and y-posltlon of a particle trajectory at position z are

ccrpared to the boundaries given In the test for that z-podtlon. This test le

applied at the entrance and exit position of both the MNP and BBC magnets as

veil as for the P4 and P6 arrays.

II. DocentuD test

The oocentuo of each kaon Is compared with the momentum Interval defined In this

test (3.7 - 13. GeV/c). The kaon will fall this test when Its momentum falls

outside this momentum range.

III. decay test

For each track a random decay length Is calculated In agreement with the momen-

tum and the lifetime of the kaon. The kaon will fail this test when the actual

track length up to the z-posltlon of the mirror-plane of Cl is longer than the

calculated length.

iv. correlation test

The correlation test Imposes the hardware trigger coincidence between the PA and

P6 array elements for the kaon trajectories in arm 3 (see figure [III-2]). The

central elemeits of. P4/6 are excluded from the trigger, furthermore the trigger

requires at least one charged particle at each side of the yz-plane.

v. overlap test

A charged kaon with momentum below 13. GeV/c cannot be recognized by the C1/P6

system when ar additional particle has a lightcone in the Cl mirror crossed by

the kaon. The average probability for such an overlap-situation depends on the

average multiplicity observed by a particular mirror. This probability has been
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calculated for each Individual mirror of Cl using real events. The kaon will

fail Shis test when a curaber - «Jrawa randoaly In the range (O.-i.J - exceeds

I M s probability.

vl. phi-test

In tJails test the klncoatleal restrictions used In the off-line selection of the

reconstruction prograo TENPRO are inposed on the generated koon pair. Basically

two approaches can now be followed:

a) Method of rotation; In this approach real events are used. The measured

cozentun vectors of the kaon pair and the vertex position of each observed event

arc used as Input to the Monte Carlo program. A large number («1000) are

generated which are identical to the input event up to one property, the rota-

tion angle C around the beam axis. The reaction Is invariant for this rotation,

since an unpoiarized target Is used. The momentum vectors of the charged K-

aesone are traced through the MNP and BBC magnets and tested individually

whether they satisfy the acceptance tests 1. to vl. If one of the tracks fails a

test, the generated event Is considered as being lost and no further tests are

applied. The Inverse of the fraction of rotated events that survives all tests

is called the "weight" of the input event. The advantage of this method Is that

the acceptance corrections are obtained on an event by event basis and therefore

simply take into account a possibly complicated dependence of the acceptance on

the variables that determine the kinematics of the event. However, the method

becomes questionable in regions of the multidimensional space (spanned by the

kinematical variables xp> PT, MR+K_, cos6GJ, i)>GJ) where the acceptance Is very

small (5 12!) and accordingly the weight is very large. Here the procedure is not

really applicable.
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b} 7h<e ecwr.iJ approach Js very similar to the one used for calculating the

•accept sr.te losses for the reaction n~p * n~n n aB described in ref. (ll-l). In

that recctScn the ktaecaticai variables used are m + _, t, CO69„, and $„..

Event;; arc generated at fixed values of o + _ and t with an isotropic distribu-

tion of COJ9_, ar.d Cu.« The acceptance corrections are then determined for a

group of events in a onall volume in the «a + _, t, cos6~,, $„, space» To extra-

polate into regions where cosGgj, rĵ j are zero, we may use the fact that the

CCS^GJ'''CJ dependence can be expanded In an or t honor mal set of spherical

barconicB.

In this experieent events are generated at fixed values of x„ and PT instead of

fixed values of °n-n+ and t, the value of the mK+K- being limited to the narrow

(F • 4.1 MeV) peak of the $ meson. Apart from this the procedure could further

be the sate as that used for the n u n events and therefore the standard Monte

Carlo program used in the WA3 experiment could be used for method b). Unfor-

tunately, however, the situation Is not that simple, the reason being that the

$ peak Is standing on a background which generally will have a different depen-

dence on the variables XL, PT> cosO-., $_., as in the Inclusive $ events. There-

fore the acceptance should not only be determined as a function of x^ and pT but

also as a function of the invariant mass of the K K system. This additional

variable increases the amount of Monte Carlo data to be generated to a prohibi-

tively large number. Also because of the larger dimensionality the number of

events in each kinematlcal subspace becomes too small to allow for an expansion

of the CO8@ $ dependence into a set of spherical harmonics. In view of this

we simply calculated the acceptance corrections in bins of JC, and p~ for a
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Fig. III-8 Acceptance as calculated in the XL, - p_ plane for 63 GeV (a) and
93 GeV (b) data samples. The dashed contour indicates the x^ - p
region without zero acceptance regions (holes).
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cose,GJ

Fig. III-9 Decay angles of the <t> •+ K K~ decay In the Gottfried-Jackson frame
for Inclusive • events with x_- and pT~values In the area Indicated
in flg.[III-8b].

$ mass with a Brelt-Wlgner shaped mass distribution, assuming an isotroplc decay

distribution for the $ meson. The latter assumption is a non-trivial one. In

order to verify the validity of this assumption we have used method a) in the

limited JL,, pT region indicated in figure [III-8b]. In this area there are no

zero acceptance regions (holes) in the cos9GJ, <(>GJ plane, both for events inside

the <> mass band (1.012 < "V+v- * 1.028 GeV/cz) as for events in the side bands

(1.004 < toyr+v- < 1.012 and 1.028 < m ^ - < 1.036 GeV/c2). With these events we

have determined the background subtracted cos6GJ and <t>Gj distribution of the
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C ceson. The results «re shewn In figure JIII-9]. They appear to be consistent

with iGotropy. Unless a rapid change of this behaviour would occur as a function

of Kp and Pj It see=s reasonable to sssuae isotropy over the full xp, pT range

studied in this experiment. This has been our working hypothesis in determining

the differential cross sections do/dx„ and do/dp-2 for the inclusive $ events.

The acceptance calculated by oethod (b) is shown in figure [III-8] as a series

of contours (- i6oacceptance lines) in the xF-pT plane for both the 63 Gev' (see

figure [III-8a)) and 93 GeV (figure (III-8bJ) data samples.

3. Microbarnequivalent

The cross section (a) for a reaction can be written as:

N

a - W . - — - W . a(l evt) . N (12)

\ • Nb

where N » the number of produced events, i.e. the number of events observed

after Monte Carlo corrections as described in paragraph 2 of this

section,

n « the number of target particles/cm2,

N. « the number of beam particles,

o(l evt) - the unweighted cross section for 1 observed event,

W - an overall correction factor which is Independent of the event topo-

logy or for which we assume the dependence to be small. In table

[III-3] we list the individual losses contributing to this factor.
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The expression W . o(l eve) Is called the Dlcrobarnequlvalent, the cro66 section

corresponding to 1 observed event* Further :

1 A
o(l evt) - - (13)

V b NA"P'l-Mb

where:

A Is the atomic weight of the target (• hydrogen),

p Is the density of the target at 1 atmosphere,

1 Is the length of the target and

N the number of Avogadro.
A

Events taken from a sample of tapes, recorded under very stable running con-

ditions were used to calculate the microbarnequivalent. This procedure was

repeated for each beam-polarity and momentum. The branching ratio for the

<(> •* K+K~ (- .486 ± .012), the underestimation (.840 ± .014) of the number of

if mesons in each subsample, due to a simplified background subtraction method

have co be taken into account in addition to the total correction-factor

(.55 ± .04) originating from the various sources listed in table [III-3] to

calculate the final value for the overall correction factor W. A value of

4.67 ± .37 is found for ± 93 GeV data and 4.12 ± 0.25 for the -63 GeV data.

The fraction of pions, kaons and (anti-)protons in the beam is determined by

inspecting the cedar information and is available in the so-called rates

records, which were written onto magnetic tape at regular (15 min) time inter-

vals in between the normal event-records.The results are shown in table

[XlI-4].As a final piece of information the number of useful beam particles in



sensitive tine (• ÖBISÏ) es well as the actual prescallng factor for the master

trigger (see III.A.3) are derived from the rates records.

Together with the knowledge of the number of $ mesons and the number of beampar-

tlcles the aicrobarnequivalent can now be calculated. The numbers are listed In

table [III-4).

Source of correction IX]

Beam contamination of e~

Beam contamination of u~

Interaction in target window

Attenuation of beam

+1.0 ± 1.0

+1.0 ± 0.5

+ .1

+2.5

Target wrong cuts

Interaction loss of secondaries

(from target up to P6)

Too many/few tracks in beam arm (4)

PI Inefficiency

P2/3 inefficiency

P6 inefficiency

P4 inefficiency

Reconstruction inefficiency TENPRO for arm 3

Reconstruction inefficiency TENPRO for arm 1 & 2

Vertex ok for both kaons

Hit in Cl from knock on electrons

p.m.

-13.0 ± 1.0

-4.0 ± 1.0

p.m.

< 1.0

-1.0 ± 0.5

-1.0 ± 0.5

-2.5 ± 0.5

-20.0 ± 2.0

-12.0 ± 2.0

-3.0 ± 1.0

Table III-3 Various losses contributing to the overall correctlonfactor W in
expression (12). •
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-93 CeV

-63 GeV

+93 GeV

Total number
of triggers.

1.6 x 106

3.4 x 105

5.5 x 1O5

Incident
particle

tt

K

P

n

K

P

71

K

P

Bean
Fraction

0.958

0.039

0.008

0.941

0.043

0.016

0.297

0.026

0.677

Kusber of
0 oeeone.

S558

1403

169

1925

692

80

438

285

1272

nb-cqulvalent.

3.6 ± 0.3

23.8 t 1.9

115.2 ± 9.2

11.5 ± 0.6

82.0 i 4.7

217. ± 14.

41.5 ± 3.2

115.0 ± 9.2

18.2 ± 1.5

Table II1-4 Nanobarn equivalent for the different data samples.
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CSïAPTER I V . THEORY

1. Introduction

Since their Introduction by Gell-Mann/Zweig In 1964 quarks have been a fruitful

concept In the description of hsdron spectroscopy and dynamics. The quark model

accounts In a siople way for the observed variety of hedronlc states and In par-

ticular predicts In a natural way why exotic states (for Instance mesonlc states

with lsoipln > 1 or JPC - 1~+) do not occur. It also explains reasonably well

various relations between hadronlc cross sections and predicts within about 20%

the values of the magnetic moments of hadrons. This success of the non-

relatlvlstlc SU(6) - quark - model of hadrons In particular In describing their

static properties Is a strong argument In favour of the assumption that mesons

and baryons are Indeed bou.id states of a quark and an antiquark or three quarks

respectively. In the sequel quarks will be denoted by q and antiquarks by <J.

A problem in the development of the quark picture was the fact that quarks were

never observed as free particles. Both theoretical and experimental results,

however, have contributed to the conviction that quarks are indeed the basic

building blocks of hadronic matter, at the same time explaining why they should

not be observed as free particles.

Deep inelastic scattering experiments have indicated a point-like structure

inside nucleons. A combination of e-, |i- and v-scattering data supports the idea

of asymptotic freedom; the assumption that a quark can be considered as a quasi-

free particle if it is probed by a particle (a photon or weak vector boson) of

sufficiently large Q2. At the same time there are developments which support the

idea of confinement of the quarks within the hadron. A satisfactory theory of



quark Interact Jen hts beer. constructed «Ed la called Quantuo Ctiroco Dynaolcs

WCD). In this theory the quanta of the field that binds the quarks together

arc neutral vector particles called glucns. The gluone act on the strong

"charge" of the quarks called colour.

A detailed description of the binding of quarks which accounts for the observed

hadron speetrus cannot be given on the baala of QCD alone but requires addi-

tional atsusptlon In the fora of a binding potential- Maybe In the future such a

potential can be derived from flrat principles. In the next section a short

review Is given of the application of the quark model In the description of

hadron spectroacopy. In section 3 the concept of colour Is introduced as an

extra degree of freedom of the quarks. The Interpretation of deep Inelastic

scattering in terms of the parton model Is described In section 4, while the

extensions of the parton model to the description of the Inclusive $ data - the

subject of this thesis - Is discussed In section 5. A discussion of the expected

decay angular distributions of the $-meson is given in section 6.

2. Spectroscopy

In the quark-parton model we deal with charged and neutral partons called quarks

and gluons. Well established flavours of quarks are u (up), d (down), s (side

or strange), c (charm) and b (bottom). A sixth flavour t (top) has been pre-

dicted but not been observed so far. The physical properties of u, d, s and c

quarks and anti-quarks like charge (Q), baryonnumber (B), isospin (I), strange-

ness (S), charm (C), spin parity (Jp) and hypercharge (Y) are listed below in

table [IV-1].
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u

d

•

c

a
a

i

B

Q

2/3

-1/3

-1/3

2/3

-2/3

1/3

1/3

-2/3

E

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

-1/3

-1/3

-1/3

-1/3

1

i/2

1/2

0

0

1/2

1/2

0

0

h
1/2

-1/2

0

0

-1/2

1/2

0

0

S

0

0

-1

0

0

0

1

0

c

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

-1

V

1/2*

1/2*

1/2*

1/2*

1/2"

1/2"

1/2'

1/2"

V

1/3

1/3

-2/3

0

-1/3

-1/3

2/3

0

Table IV-1 Properties of quarks and anti-quarks.

Quarks are polntllke objects with spin *>, like the electron. The mesons are sup-

posed to be bound states of quark-antlquark (q<J) pairs; baryons are threequark

(qqq) combinations. Sometimes one refers to the heavy quark (c2, bC) systems as

"quarkonlum" states In analogy to posltronlum, the bound state of an electron

and a positron. Like In posltronlum the quarks can align their spin parallel or

anti-parallel which leads to a total spin of 1 (the triplet state) or 0 (the

singlet state) respectively. The orbital angular momentum of the two quarks can
-»

take values 0, 1, 2 The spin (S) Is coupled to the orbital angular
•+ + •+

momentum L of the system with total angular momentum J - L + S. The energy

2S+1
levels are labeled In spectroscopie notation as L j * Consequently for L-0 we

find 1SQ and 3Sj, for L-l: lP x,
 3P 0,

 3P 1,
 3 P 2 etc. Each level can be equally

characterized by Its spin and charge, conjugation: the parity being (-1) ,

T +S
charge conjugation being (-1)
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If ve ire «trace cuere elves to the roost conason flavours of quarks (u, d and •) we

e*"jeci ntce raeiscne at each KpeetroecopJe level. The current situation for the

cescr.» fcegiecttog radial excitations) up to I • 1 Is sussarlsed In

table 1IV-2].

S0 Sl Pl P0

r.+ p+ B + ó + A t
+ A 2

+

r.® p° B° 6° AXO A 2
0

TI" p" B~ 6" Ax~ A 2"

T)° ie0 H e D f°

n l 0 o° 1 S* E f°
„+ «*+ n + „+ n + «**+

K0 ir*0 n 0 Jb n 0 t-**0

!70 i/*0 n 0 ^0 n 0 if**0

Table IV-2 Meson spectrum.

3. Colour

The non relativistic quark model provides a succesful framework for the descrip-

tion of the observed hadron spectrum. However, to account in a theoretically
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acceptable way for « U states an additional degree of freedos has to be Intro-

dlcred called colour. This can best be Illustrated by the A*"1". This particle

«fctcla bas split 3/2 and lecspln 3/2 can be thought of as a uuu state. Accordingly

ttie qj*rk wave function Is given by | u t u t u t > so that all quark spins are

aliened. This wave function Is tynnetrlc In quark- and spin-indices. More

detailed studie* revealed that the orbital wave function Is symmetric In the

quark coordinates. However, quarks, like any other spin fc object, have to obey

Ferol-Blrac statistics and therefore can only occur In a fully anti-symmetric

wave function. Thla problem has been solved by giving the quarks an extra degree

of freedoo called 'colour'. This new quantum number can take three values, com-

monly labeled as: red, green and blue. The problem of the A** - as well as simi-

lar problems - Is solved by taking the quark wave function anti-symmetric In

colour, so that the total wave function Is now completely anti-symmetric. This

can be mathematically described by means of an anti-symmetric tensor e ^ , i.e.

by writing the wave function as:

1//6 . Z e l j k|q i q iq k > (1)
ijk 1 3 K

where each of the Indices i,j,k runs from 1 to 3 (or from red to blue).

It Is assumed that quarks transform as (colour-) triplets under the unitary

group SU(3). A three quark system can transform as a singlet under (colour-)

SU(3) since we have the decomposition:

3 ® 3 ® 3 - 1 © 8 © 8 © 10 (2)



singlet state, 1, in tills deccsposltlon Is the one which is totally antlsyn-

in the colcar Index. It it precisely the one Indicated by forcula (1).

this stisatz It follows immediately that baryons which transforn under

colcur as In forcula (1) are colour singlets•

The its* principle can be applied to aesons. The quark-antlquark system may also

transform as a colour singlet, since we have the decomposition:

3 ® 3 - 1 © 8 (3)

In this case the singlet corresponds to the wave function

1 3

— S
/3 1-1

It Is generally assumed that hadrons can only occur as combinations of quarks

and antlquarks which transform as singlets under colour SU(3).

So far It may seem that the Ferrai-Dlrac problem has been solved in a rather ad-

hoc way. There Is however more experimental evidence In support of colour as a

new quantum number. One of the simplest proofs comes from the total cross sec-

tion for electron-positron annihilation Into hadrons. In the quark model this

cross section can be expressed as the sum of the cross section for production of

quark-antlquark pairs. It Is customary to look at the ratio R, defined as

R -
o(e e •* hadrons)

o(e+e~ •>

(5)



3M* SMD fc* written as:

o{e+e" • u"V")

The ratio of the hadronic cross section to the n*u~ cross section can now simply

tee expressed In teres of the quark charges, each flavour contributing Q,2 to the

value of R. Qf being the (fractional) electric charge of a quark with flavr.r

f. If a quark, however, has a threefold degeneracy, this has to be replaced by

3Qf
2. Thus:

R " <3> flavours V <7>

Indeed experimental data strongly favour a factor of 3 In expression (7).

More evidence for the colour degree of freedom Is given by the n°-decay Into 2

gammas. Only under the assumption of the colour property the decay width of the

7i° can be satisfactorily computed.

4. Quark-Parton Model

The study of hadron-spectroscopy provides one strong argument for the assumption

that quarks are the building blocks of hadronlc matter. Another Indication comes

from deep Inelastic lepton nucleon scattering experiments. These experiments

have now been performed for more than 10 years and have led to the picture that
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i^iïTc-s ire t-jUe up cut cf ppjntlitoe constituents. A detailed analysts indica-

nts.; t'Ksi, ïi'-ese eirsïïlcenïs c«n be Identified «1th quarks. In addition to the

vaJe."*? i-.vïrts w'Mch «Jetersaine the quantum r.trebers of the hudron, like mud for

tf'f prctsm, tfcere His e "sea" of qusrk-antlquark pairs which are continuously

crested cat of the vacucTj. Moreover, the data Indicates that only o part of the

'.'•.S'ürcr. Bosemttm is carried by quarks. A new type of constituents has to be pre-

sent «hitch has to te r.eutrai both with respect to electromagnetic and weak

2r:ieractlcr.'S. Csssonly, these constituents are called gluons. If we consider as

an exssple deep Inelastic ep-*cattering the Inclusive cross sections per solid

angle elezent <J2 as a function of the outgoing electron variables (£' and the

production angles 0 and $) can be written In terras of two structure functions

U1 and W'2 as:

• [cos2(0/2)W2(v,Q
2) + 2W1(v,Q

2)sln2(0/2)] (8)
dE'dO Q1*

where Q2 Is the four momentum squared of the exchanged photon, a Is the electro-

magnetic coupling constant and v Is given In the lab-system (proton at rest) as

v » E' - E (see also fig. [IV-1]). This cross section has the property of

(approximate) Bjorken scaling, which means that for large Q 2 the structure func-

tions W and W2 only depend on a dimenslonless variable x • Q
2/2m v. Thus:

MW1(v,Q
2) + Ft(x) (9a)

VW2(V,Q
2) + F2(x) (9b)

F2(x) - 2xFL(x) (9c)

In the parton model the cross section for a deep inelastic scattering process on

a proton is described as an incoherent sum of the scattering cross sections on



Fig. IV-1 Electron-proton Inelastic Inclusive scattering In the one-photon
exchange approximation.

the constituents of the proton. The structure function F„(x) gets contributions

from all electrically charped constituents and can be written as:

F,(x) - x Eq. (10)

In this expression q is the electric charge of the i type of parton, x is

the fraction of the proton momentum that is carried by the parton and the func-

tion f (x) gives the probability density to find parton i with momentum fraction

x inside a proton; the fraction x is formally defined in the infinite momentum

frame of the proton. Assuming that these partons can be identified with the

quarks expression (10) can be written as:



•5";-,(M - 4/9 . it . llufxji + 3(x) + c(x) + C(x) + . . . . . } +

+ 3/9 . as . {d{xj • d(x) + s(x) + I(x) + } (11)

Zte larctten* wCxJ, B(x), etc. «re the above oentloned probability densities for

a, 0, (etc quarScs. In crder to obtain Che proton quantun numbers these quark

dlstrillruelon fucictlone cast satisfy the following sun rules:

o/* lu(x) - a(x)j dx - 2

J 1 [d(x> - d(x>] dx - 1

„J1 [e(x) - B(x)] dx - 0 (12c)

(plue analogous sum rules for higher flavours)

It Is cuetocary to split the u and d distributions In a so-called valence- and

sea-part as follows:

u(x) - uv(x) + us(x)

d(x) - dy(x) + dB(x> (13b)

(there are no antlquark contributions to the valence distributions of the

nucleon)•
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In en «nsiogajiiB wsy deep inelastic neutrino and auttneutrlno scattering off

r.i.xlecr,s can be described In teros of the parten nodel. However, because of the

psrllty violation in the weak Interactions, the Introduction of a third structure

fur.ctHon F is needed.

The parten picture described above leads to a consistent description of deep

icelostic scattering data In ep and vp Interactions. It Is possible to build up

a theory of quark Interactions called Quantum Chromo Dynaolcs (QCD), which makes

use of the colour degree of freedom, that was Introduced In section 2 of this

chapter and also of gluons, which, as was already mentioned, carry the missing

nocentun of the hedrons. QCD has the very nice property that quark Interactions

at short distances become very 6mall (asymptotic freedom). This provides the

theoretical understanding of the success of the quark-parton model.

5. Quark-fusion

The quark-parton model does not only successfully explain deep inelastic lepton-

nucleon scattering, but also appears to be a valid concept in describing certain

hadronlc processes. This is in particular the case for the so-called Drell-Yan

process, the diagram of which is shown in fig. [IV - 2].

For large masses of the dilepton system (tlmelike photon) the cross section can

be written in terms of qq fusion cross sections. Accordingly the distribution

function of the quarks In the Initial hedron enters into the expressions for the

production cross section of the lepton pair and the data therefore can be used

to extract the hadron structure function. The analysis of Drell-Yan data con-

firms the results of the nucleon structure functions obtained in deep inelastic

lepton-nucleon scattering. In addition they have provided results for the struc-

ture functions of the n and K mesons.

i
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Fig. IV-2 Diagram for the Drell-Yan process.

In this section we will try to extend the idea of parton fusion to the inclusive

production of iji-mesons. In principle the applicability of the naive quark-parton

model is assumed to be restricted to reactions where the parameter that sets the

scale of the process - i.e. Q2 for deep inelastic scattering and M2
 +._ for

Drell-Yan scattering - is large. In that respect the mass of the $ (1 GeV) Is

low and makes the validity of the parton model approach somewhat questionable.

However, experimental data indicate that the model appears already usable at

quite low values. For Instance in deep Inelastic scattering, scaling already

sets in at a Q2 of 1 GeV2.

The quark fusion process can proceed in two ways; two strange quarks can fuse,

or two non-strange light (u,d) quarks can fuse to produce a <|>(ss)-meson. In the

first case one has a so-called OZI allowed process; for such a process the

coupling 82
A/4T[ is expected to be of comparable size as that encountered in for

instanca p •+ 7tit decay. The second case shows a non-connected quark diagram. Such

diagrams are supposed to be suppressed and have a so-called OZI forbidden

coupling g -Mil (as for instance deduced from the branching ratio for the decay



a)

:!=+
b)

Fig.1

c)

Fig. IV-3 Parton diagrams for <j>-meson production: (a) OZI-allowed strange
quark fusion; (b) 021 inhibited light quark fusion; (c) gluon fusion.
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C » KK aaê O "* pt). A completely analogous situation is encountered In Che pro-

duction of Che (cü) J/Ï meson, however, here Che OZI forbidden coupling Is

ejtfccted Co be even core suppressed, because of Che much larger ma6s of Che

J/Ï' refion (3.097 GeV/c2).

The differencial cross secClon da/dXj, for Che inclusive $ production can be

written as the sun of three terms corresponding to the diagrams of figure [IV-3],

I.e.

do /s 4u2 g 2 s 5 5 s

" — • l — lFo(Xi)F„(X'j) +
 F„(xi)F„(x9)} +

dx„ 2E 3mA^ 4n r

gT
2 o ö 5 agT o ö 5

+ — Z F (K,)F (X,) + F (xJ
4it a-u,d a J- P 2 a x

Z F (K,)F
a-u,d a J- P

— {Ga(*i)Gp<x2)}]

with g.2/4n and gj2/4n the coupling constants for the OZI allowed and OZI Inhi-

bited fusion of strange and light quarks respectively and gG
2/4u the effective

gluon coupling constant representing the gluon fusion diagram. The quark

(anti-quark) distribution functions of beam-hadron a and target-proton p are

Indicated by Fa>S (F ' ) . In a similar way the gluon distribution functions are
aip a>P

written as G and G •

The fractional longitudinal momenta of the partons (x and x,) are obtained from

the relations:
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xl*26 " V " 2oq2 (15b)

The parten cass o Is token to be non-zero only for the s-quark, i.e.

• >0.5 GeV. The total cm. energy squared of the hadron-proton system is Indi-

cated by s. We will express the distribution functions for valence quarks, sea

quarks and gluons as V(x), S(x) and G(x) respectively. The valence distribution

of the S quarks within the plon will be Indicated by V C(x). Similar expressions

will be used for the other distribution functions. The valence quark contents of

TI~, p and 0 being üd, uud, and sS respectively, we can express the differential

cross section for the reaction n~ + p + $ + X as:

dc /s An2 gA
2 s S 5 s

- - - • — [ — {s„s + s „ s }
dxp 2E 3a

„ + s „ s }

gT
2 ü u ü u d 3

4it

ü u 3 d u ü

ü u d S 3d.

The dcr/dx distributions for all other possible reaction channels studied in

+ + -

this experiment (i.e. n p, K"p, K p, pp and pp) can be calculated in an analo-

gous way. Charge symmetry can be applied to simplify these formulae. Moreover,

it is assumed that the following relations hold:
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S " - S d - S u'd, S ° - S d - S u>d and V u - V ° - V d - V a - V u'd.
IJ T5 Tl p p p S 1 U 1 1

Csisg these approximations equation (16) can be rewritten as :

do /s 4fl2 g.2 s s

— - — • ( — (ZŜ x̂ S (*
32 4n2E

c 2

— {2Vn (xL) (V (x2) + S (x2)) +
hv.

u,d u d u,d
+ S* <xl> (2Vp(x2) + Vp(x2) + 4Sp <x

K ( l ) p( 2) } ]

Moet of the quark distribution functions used as input in these formulas are

rather well determined. For the light (u,d) quark distributions of the proton

the results of de Groot et al. (ref.flj) have been used which are obtained from

an analysis of deep inelastic v scattering data. For the plon the u,d structure

functions are the result of an analysis by Badler et al. of their data by the

Drell-Yan method (ref.[2]). For the strange quark distributions of proton and

plon the assumption of an SU(3) symmetric sea is made. Recent results from the

CDHS group, however, Indicate that this is not completely correct (ref.[3]). In

our analysis a possible smaller contribution of the strange quarks to the sea

can be accounted for by varying the coupling constant for the OZI allowed quark

fusion process, which Is a free parameter in the fit to the data.

The valence quark distributions of the K-meson have been determined according to

the prescription of Chliapnikov (ref.[AJ). The u-quark. distribution is in good

agreement with the results of reference [5]. Finally the gluon distributions

have been taken as suggested by the counting rules (ref.[6]). A recent measure-

ment of the gluon distribution in the proton (ref.[7J) has not been used since
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tlbe errors in 'Six} are rather large and, ooreover, the choice of the distribu-

tion function Js quite arbitrary given the uncertainty due to the transition of

tlhe C«+l sl-at«te Into the O-l ctate of the $-aeeon. The set of distribution

functions used to evaluate expression (14) numerically is listed below.

V (x) - 1.09 x°'5(l - x) 3 (18a)

Vp(x) - 1.23 x°'5(l - x) 4 (18b)

u,d
\ (x) - 0.55 x°'*(l - x ) 0 - 9 (18c)

U > d 0 4 1 3
VR (x) - 0.60 x (1 - x ) l m J (18d)

V*(x) - 1.38 x°'8(l - x) 0* 9 (18e)
K
u,d,s
S (x) - 0.17 (1 - x)° (18f)
P
u > d » 8 y. q

S1I K ( X ) " 0 > 0 9 (1 " x ) ( 1 8 8 )

Gp(x) - 2.50 (1 - x) 4 (18h)

Gn(x) - GR(x) • 2(1 - x)
3 (181)

The exact shape of the dc/dx^ distribution, however, can only be determined

knowing the relative contributions of the three terms in expression (14).

2 2
Information about g. /4ft and g. /4ft can be obtained using the inclusive if cross

A J-

sections for different incident particles. A more detailed discussion of the

method will follow after the presentation of the data in the next chapter. In

this chapter we will restrict ourselves to the remark that a best fit to the

93 GeV/c data was obtained with values of 0.23, 0.01 and 0.0025 for g 2/4n,



gj*"/4T, «t"il g„*'/irn respectively, i»folle «C the saze tice the nerosllest ton

eerstsiïs of *s Jncreased by * factor 1.5.

6. Csztïziei - Jaekton angles

Tf-.e angular distribution of kaon pairs froo the decay of the <j>-aeson can be

calculated along the sase line as that of anon pairs produced In Drell-Yan

experlcents. The Initial quarks that fuse Into a 0~meson are assumed to be free.

The corresponding parton diagram for the OZI-allowed process Is shown In figure

[IV-4J.

Fig. IV-4 Farton diagram for the quark fusion process.

The coupling of the quarks to the 4>-meson has two parts: a vector part (y^) with

amplitude A and an anomalous magnetic moment part [y^.0] with amplitude B.

Accordingly the angular dependent part: of the amplitude of this process can be

written as:
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2l q V** (19)

«tere «j,, <j_, p, and j>, are the fourvectors of Incident quarks and outgoing K-

cesosia respectively, n 1B the quark mass and u, 9 are the aplnore representing

the initial quirks. He further have defined the four vectors P • P 1 - p2 and

Q " <lj + q2 " ï>i
 + P2' T h e ' p l n a v e r u 8 e J squared of formula (19) becomes:

U: I T I 2 - 2m(!)
l*P'2 { | A I 2 (1 - P2cos26) + 4AB +

+ 4 | B | 2(1 + (m 2/Am 2) P2cos26)} (20)

with:

02 . i - Urn2 /m2

P'
2 • 1 - + \

and 6 the angle between the 3-momentum parts of p. and q̂  (p2 and q 2)- The angu-

lar dependence Is governed by the value of |32. For light quarks g2 » 1 and a

strong 6 dependence is expected. However, if m • m « 0.5 GeV/c2, then

J32 becomes zero and accordingly the cosS distribution should be flat. If the

i>-meeon Is predominantly produced by strange quark fusion the decay angular

distribution Is expected to be lsotroplc.
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. AKAUfSlS ASP RESULTS

In shls chapter we present results of the analysis of the Inclusive 0-experl-

aent, the data collection, processing and correction for acceptance losses of

which have been described In chapters II and III. The results are Interpreted,

«here applicable, In terms of the parton model described In chapter IV. Strong

support for the applicability of such a model even to the Inclusive production

of a state with a oass as low as that of the 0-meson comes from the obser-

vation that the production of a 0-meson leads to an enhanced probability for

observing an additional strange particle. This Is the first clear Indication

of such an effect In the production of particles with hidden strangeness. The

result Is discussed In section B of this chapter. In section C the differen-

tial cross sections dff/dx and do/dp-2 are discussed. The data are presented

separately for Incident plon, kaon and (antl-)proton and are compared with

the parton model predictions. Finally, although It Is not the main subject of

this thesis, we deal shortly In section D with <t>-tneson spectroscopy. Several

Invariant mass spectra are shown of combinations of 4>, K and n mesons. None,

however, shows evidence for the presence of a particle or resonant state.

Throughout this chapter we will Illustrate general features of the inclusive

if-data with the -93 GeV subsample. However, before discussing the properties

of inclusive ^-production It Is necessary to define the <t>-meson sample. This

will be done in section A.

A. Determination of mass, width and background of the ift-meson

1. Mass and width of the ift-aeson

The total number of recorded triggers as well as the number of observed events
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*rfl lts ir.sr.flbarn (nb) equivalent for ene produced event (corrected for non-

decay-scdes of the 0-=esoii) tor the different data subsets have

y teen listed In table [III-3]. The corresponding K K Invariant mass

spectra am the cass range 0.994 to 1.050 CeV/c2 are shown In fig. [V-1J. A

Erelt-Migr.er function for the «-aeson folded with the mass resolution (o )
exp'

en a background described by a second order polynomial Is used

to describe the coobined (n/K/p) data for the three different beam momenta.

The coefficients of the polynomial, the central mass of the $~meson peak and

the experimental resolution are left as free parameters. The width of the

Srelt-Wigner, T , was fixed to a value of 4.1 MeV/c2 (ref.[l)). The resulting

values for M and ofi are now u6ed as Input to fit the coefficients of the

polynonlal for each of the three different subsamples at each beam momentum.

The nuober of C-events found In this way In each of the nine different sub-

sanples has already been given In table [III-3]. The curves In figure [V-l]

are the best fits to the various mass-spectra. The -93 GeV data were also fitted

with r as a free parameter. Results are listed In table [V-l].

sample

-93

+93

-63

-93

%

1019

1019

1019

1019

[MeV/c2]

.56

.62

.55

.56

+

±

±

+

0.

0.

0.

0.

,10

.12

,10

06

v».

4.

4.

4.

4.11 ±

1

1

1

0.33

°exp[MeV/c
2]

1

1

1

1

.40

.04

.27

.40

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

.11

.25

,20

18

-.

7114

1981

2677

7121

Table V-l Fltresults.
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Flg. V-l K K~ Invariant mass distributions for 93 GeV/c Incident it" (a), K~ (b),

p (c), n+ (d), K+ (e), p (f) and for 63 GeV/c n~ (g), K~ (h) and p (i).



l?.?r ïf i: 93 iCrV/c Ir.rWent n" dels - the largest sjjbsasple - we dcteralned the

<renï«r*J vstme SOT the C-SSBS SS 1019.6 t 0.1 HeV/e2 and the experleental mass

reselutJlcn as 1.4 SieV/ĉ » This BSKS resolution is In good agreeccnt with the one

expected frca the known spatial resolution of the spark choabers. The systematic

errcr cr tlhe C-ease Is estloated to be scalier than 0.1 MeV/c2, using decays of

K" •» n *n~ and A • p + fi"* - observed In the sace experiment - for calibration.

Those results on the C-ceson nass and width are statistically the best values

for these resonance paracetere reported so far (ref.[lj).

2. Background of the Q-oeson

The signal to background ratio In the $-raass region Is about one. Due to the

fact that the Identification of the K-mesons Is not unique all samples are con-

taminated by protons with momenta below the proton threshold of the Cerenkov

hodoscope Cl (24 GeV/c) and to a lesser extent by pions due to inefficiencies of

this counter. The efficiency of Cl has been determined off-line using K° -decays

to label particles as definite n-mesons. The measured efficiency as a function

of momentum Is shown In figure [V-2].

Since the Ti-threshold momentum was set at 3.7 GeV/c, some n-mesons have been

accepted as K-meson candidates In particular at low momenta. For P greater

than 4.25 GeV/c the Cerenkov efficiency approached a more or less constant value

and Is assumed to be better than 98%. Due to these inefficiencies the background

under the 4>-peak not only consists of non-resonating K K~ pairs but also inclu-

+ +

des all possible combinations of K , p, p and some n~. Data on the inclusive

production of K° , p, p and iT at 100 GeV/c (refs.[2]-[4]) have been used to

estimate by Monte Carlo generation the contribution of non-resonant K+K~ and
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Fig. V-2 Effiency of Cerenkovhodoscope Cl.

pp, Kp etc. pairs to the K K~ mass spectrum. For this the particles were

assumed to be produced In an uncorrelated way. The Invariant mass spectrum

below the <t>-peak, as well as the observed momentum spectrum of the triggering

particles is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo data. The contribution of non-

resonant K K pairs to the background is about 40%, pp pairs account for

„+- + ±
another 25%, K p and K p pairs both contribute 15% while K n and p it add to

the final 5%. The different contributions are indicated in figure [V-3]

which shows the K K mass spectrum for the 93 GeV/c incident iT sample.
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Fig. V-3 Observed K K~ mass spectrum in 93 GeV/c n~p interactions. Indicated is

the calculated background due to random K K~ pairs and to mis iden-

tified p, p" and 7i~. Indicated are K+K~ (- + - ) , pp (- • - ) , K+p (•••)

and K~p ( ).

B. Associated production of strange particles and (|>-mesons

1. Introduction

The validity of the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule (refs.[5]-[7j) has been con-

firmed for (jj-meson production in icN and NN interactions by observing an

enhanced probability for producing a <(i-meson in exclusive reaction channels
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with an extra K+K~ pair (refs.[8],[9]). This is in contrast to inclusive

reactions, where similar evidence for the associated production of ^-mesons

and strange particles was lacking (refs.[10],[11])• Enhanced strange particle

production would be expected here as well, if the <t>-mesons were produced by

the OZI-allowed fusion of strange (sea)quarks as illustrated by figure [IV-3a].

From the absence of such a correlation it has been concluded that ^-production

proceeds through other processes such as those shown in figures [IV-3b] and

[IV-3c]. The question whether the diagram of figure [IV-3a] contributes signi-

ficantly to the central production of (fi-mesons bears on the question of how

the J/(|> is produced in hadronic interactions. Experiments which have searched

for charmed particle production in conjunction with the J/C(J do not observe any

correlation (refs. [12], [13]). It has therefore been speculated that J/CJJ

production does not proceed by charmed quark fusion but is mainly due to gluon

amalgation resulting in a C • +1 x~stflte which subsequently decays into

4>+y (refs.[14]-[16]). Indeed some evidence has been reported for an excess of

single photons in reactions where a J/<1< is produced (refs. [17]-[19]). A dif-

ferent explanation has been given by Donnachie and Landshoff (ref.[20]). These

authors argue that the associated charmed particle production near threshold is

suppressed due to final-state interactions. In the following it will be shown

that our experiment gives conclusive evidence for the enhanced production of

strange particles in interactions of pions where a <t>-meson is present in the

final state. This suggests that in contrast to the previous assumptions, the

OZI-allowed fusion of strange particles plays a non-negligible role. Our obser-

vation is in agreement with the model of Donnachie and Landshoff, which predicts

that because of the low mass of the s-quark, threshold effects in inclusive

^-production, even in the 50-100 GeV/c incident momentum region are considerably

less important than in inclusive J/4> production.
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2. The riotc

The composition of the background under the 4>-peak has already been discussed

In the previous section of this chapter. Additional neutral strange particles

are Identified by their decay (K°s •> 7t
+it", A •*• p7i", A + pn+), additional

charged K-mesons by the absence of signals in one of the two Cerenkovhodosco-

pes Cl and C2 used for particle identification. The K-thresholds of the two

Cerenkovhodoscopes are 13 and 43 GeV/c respectively. Particles are labelled

K if they give no signal in Cl and have a momentum in the range

3.7 < p < 13 GeV/c. They are labelled K if the momentum is in the range

13 < p < 24.5 GeV/c while no signal is observed in C2. These charged K-samples

have of course background contributions from p, p and some misidentifled

n~ (inefficiencies and secondary interactions).

3. Results

In figure [V-4] we show as a function of the K K invariant mass the fraction

of events with an additional K°s(a),
 K

e l o w ( b ) ,
 K

f a s t (
c ) , A(d>» A(e) and in

addition A in pp Interactions (f). In all plots except for the A - where the

statistics are poor •- there is a definite increase of the strange particle

rate when passing the if~meson mass. The observed K" rate for the non-<|) events

averages (3.7 ± 0.2)%. This is in agreement with the value (3.6±0.5)% calculated

from the inclusive K° data of ref. [3] under the assumption of uncorrelated

production, folding in the geometrical acceptance of our apparatus. Also the

expected x distribution for K° is in good agreement with that observed (see

fig. [V-5]). This Indicates that outside the 4> there is an unbiased sample of

inclusive K° and that the observed increase is indeed associated with the
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production of the <t>-meson. This conclusion i s assumed to apply also to the

observed increase in the K , K. and A rates .

1%

15%

10°/.

20°/o

15%

10%

a)

-"

i i i

d)

+

e):

•

•

0.5°A

• IV .

1000 1020 1.040 1000 1.020 1040

Fig. V-4 Fraction of events with an extra K° (a);a charged K with 3.7<p„<13
GeV/c (b); charged K with 13<p <24?5 GeV/c (c) ; a A (d) and a l in
•n~p interactions at 93 GeV/c (e;; similarly for A's in pp interactions
at 93 GeV/c ( f ) .

•I s
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Fig. V-5 Observed Xj-distribution for additional KOg.

The observed excess of the K o
g, K s l o w and K f a g t rate in the <(> mass band

amounts to (1.6 ± 0.35), (2.8 ± 0.6) and (2.2 ± 0.7)% respectively. The actual

excess rates are much larger, since one has to account for:

i - background under the <t>-meson peak (a factor of 2);

li - unobserved decay modes (a factor of 3 for K° );
s

ill - acceptance (30% for K° g, 12% for K g l o w and 12% for K f a a t ) -

For the acceptance calculations, the measured Xp distributions for inclusive

K°g production was used (ref. [19]). It was further assumed that the
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Xp distribution for (K++K~) Is similar to that of K° g. With the above correc-

tion factors taken Into account, we find that an extra K" is present In

(32 ± 9)% of the Inclusive <|>-event8. For the charged K-mesons this fraction -

integrated over the full x^ range - can be Independently determined from the

K and K, . samples. We obtain values of (47 ± 16)% and (37 ± 16)% respec-
slow fast

tively and assume that the average (42 ± 12)% is the fraction of inclusive <t>-

events with one extra charged kaon. Accordingly, the total excess of strange

particles which In our experiment can be associated with the inclusive produc-

tion of a $-meson amounts to (74 ± 15)% of the observed number of ^-events,

neglecting contributions of A and Z for which no reliable estimates can be

made*

The above results are confirmed by the it" data at 63 GeV/c, although with less

statistical significance. The observed increase amounts to (1.6 ± 0.5)%,

(2.4 ± 0.9)% and (3.1 ± 0.9)% for the Ko
g, K s l o w and Kfflgt samples respective-

ly, in excellent agreement with the 93 GeV/c data. For the 93 GeV/c proton data

the effect Is less clear, possibly apart from the result on associated

A production shown in figure [V-4f]. The statistical significance of these

data, however, is rather poor. For the incident K data none of the distribu-

tions shows any increase of strange particle production at the iji-mass.

4. Conclusions

Our results fit well in the framework of the quark fusion model presented in

chapter IV. The diagram of figure [IV-3a] would predict that in the absence

of final state interactions (ref. [20]), two extra strange particles are
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produced for each Inclusive 0-event. Our measured excess rate of (74 ± 15)%

suggests that at least of the order of 40% of the Inclusive <t> production pro-

ceeds by such an OZI-allowed process.

The absence of such an excess for the incident K data can be explained by the

presence of a valence s-quark in the incident K~. Actually a decrease in the

$'production rate would be expected for events «here a strange particle with

large x_, is presented» Unfortunately, our statistics are insufficient to con-

firm this. The charge ratio of the extra K-mesons produced in inclusive

interactions could reveal how the s-quark recombines when materialising into a

meson. If at the upper vertex of figure [IV-3a] it recombines with the valence

quarks of the incident n~, the excess of fast charged It-mesons is expected to

be mainly K~. The observed excess rates for K~ and K+ are (1.3 ± 0.5)% and

(0.9 ± 0.5)% respectively and do not indicate such a mechanism. The ratio of

K° 's over charged kaons should be one, Irrespectively of whether the s-quark
s

recombines with a valence quark or sea quark. The measured rates for K° and

+
K~ are indeed in rough agreement.

We conclude that our data strongly support the assumption that central produc-

tion of <(i-mesons proceeds for a significant part by the OZI-allowed fusion of

strange quarks. In it p interactions we observe a significant increase in the

strange particle production rate for inclusive ^-events; these observations are

made both for 93 and 63 GeV/c incident momentum and are of comparable magnitude.

C. Differential cross sections do/dx- and da/dp-,2.

1. The data

For the determination of differential cross sections the background under the
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<t>-peak (1.012 < B^+g- K 1.028 GeV/c2) has been estimated from the adjacent mass

bins (1.004 < n^+jT * 1' 0 1 2 a n d 1 > 0 2 8 * mK+K" * 1 > 0 3 6 GeV/'c2) assuming that

there Is no rapid variation of the klnematlcal properties over this relatively

small (24 MeV/c2 wide) mass range. After background subtraction the ^-signal has

been corrected as a function of x^ and pT for the acceptance losses mentioned in

chapter III.C.

The differential cross sections da/dXj, and dcr/dpT
2 for the different data

samples are shown in figures [V-6,7] and [V-8] respectively. The errorbars

represent statistical errors only. An overall scale error of about 10% due to

the uncertainty in calculating the nb-equlvalent has to be applied when com-

paring the -93, +93 and -63 GeV data. Within each of these groups an additional

systematic error of "5% accounts for uncertainties in the relative incident beam

rates. The p 2 distributions are obtained by integrating over the Xp-interval

0.1 < x^ < 0.2 and 0.15 < xp < 0.25 for the 93 and 63 GeV data respectively. The
2

results of a fit to the distributions with an exponential e~ a p T is Indicated in

figure [V-8]; the slopes are listed in table [V-2] together with the slope

values p for a fit with an exponential e~"PT. Within the experimental errors all

values are consistent with a«3., Independent of energy and beam particle. The

agreement with other experiments (refs. [10],[11], [21]-[28]) is fair.

The values of da/dxp refer to the full pT range, for this the integrated data

_3 2
in the interval O.< pT < 0.8 GeV/c are used, assuming a distribution e

 VT to

extrapolate to values p > 0.8 GeV/c. The values of the cross sections

Integrated over the range 0.04 < xf < 0.24 and 0.12 < xp < 0.36 for 93 and 63

GeV data respectively are shown in table [V-3].

The shapes of the do/dxp distributions follow the general pattern expected for
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Fig. V-6 Differential crosssection dö/dx„ for 93 GeV/c incident Tt~(a), K~(b),
+ 4*p(c), Tt (d), K (e), p(f). The curves correspond to the partonmodel

predictions in the text.
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Fig. V-8 Differential cross sections do7dpT
2 for 93 GeV/c incident 7t~(a), K (b),

(c), 7t+(d), K+(e), p(f) and 63 GeV/c incident if(g), K~(h) and p(i).

The lines represent best fits to the data points with an exponential

e ai>T . The corresponding slope parameters a are indicated.
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Momentum [GeV/c] 93
0.1 < x < 0.2

p*-range [GeV/c] 0.0 < pT < 0.8

63
0.15 < x < 0.25
0.0 < pT < 0.8

* p

*+p

K"p

K+P

PP

PP

3.23

3.22

2.75

2.52

3.69

3.34

± 0.23

± 1.04

± 0.40

± 0.76

± 1.78

± 0.57

2.58

2.47

2.15

1.99

3.23

2.49

-

±

±

±

±

±

0.17

0.71

0.29

0.58

1.15

0.38

2.77 ± 0.51 2.07 ± 0.35

4.28 i 0.81 3.19 ± 0.48

3.91 ± 3.39 3.09 ± 2.18

Table V-2 Slopes of different subsamples for the e~apT and

e *"T parametrisatlon.

a centrally produced particle. The cross section Is peaked at about x-0 and

falls off towards larger values of | xJ . The distribution for Incident K~,

however, seems different in this respect. Not only Is the absolute value of

the cross section larger than that for incident n~ and p, but also the shape

seems to be much flatter. This is in agreement with observations from other

experiments (ref.[26]). The statistical significance of the 63 GeV/c incident

p data is extremely poor; the cross section for this sample is only given for

completeness.
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Beam

momentum

[GeV/c]

< *F < Incident

particle

x

F do °tot

93 0.04 < JL, < 0.24 7t

7t~

K+

K"

P

P

61

61

94

98

72

87

.3 ± 7

.5 ± 2

.4 ± 13

. ± 6

.4 ± 7

.0 + 24

.7

.6

.7

.1

178

180

296

309

221

268

± 22

+ 8

± 43

± 19

± 22

+ 74

63 0.12 < < 0.36

K~

P

52

UI

24

.4 ± 2

± 10

± 10

.9 205

373

113

±

+

+

11

34

47

Table V-3 Integrated values of the cross sections. The values a are esti-
tot

mates of the total ^-production from the model fits described In

section V.C.2.

2.Interpretation of the results.

We have interpreted the results on do/dx in terms of the parton model

described in chapter IV. The contributions of all processes indicated in

figure [IV-3] are taken into account. In the previous section (B) it was

demonstrated that enhanced production of strange particles occurs in reactions

where a <(>-me6on is present in the final state. This observation not only sup-
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ports the general approach of using the parton model to describe inclusive

ijj-meson production, but In particular emphasizes the relative importance of

the OZI-allowed fusion of strange quarks. Additional support for this assump-

tion comes from the observation that the cross section for inclusive iji-meson

production Is significantly larger when the incoming particle is a K-meson.

These two results certainly exclude that ^-production Is dominated by gluon-

fusion (see figure [IV-3c]) as has been suggested elsewhere (ref.[29J).

The results of table [V-3] -apart from indicating the importance of strange

quark fusion- also Indicate that OZl-inhlbited fusion of light quarks (see

figure [IV-3b]) gives a small contribution. This follows from the obser-

vation that the cross section for incident iT and p is comparable with that

for incident proton and n . A significant contribution of light quark fusion to

$ -product ion would favor Initial states like pp and 7t~p which contain a large

number of valence qq"-pairs.

In the following we will describe our results in a more quantitative way. For

this the differential cross-sections da/dx are written as a sum of three

terms (refs.[30],[31]) corresponding with the three diagrams shown in figure

[IV-3], I.e. equation IV-14:

do

2E

4*2

3m.2 4it

a=u,

(1)
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The numerical evaluation of this equation has been performed using the set of

distribution functions for valence- and seaquarks given by equations IV-18a to

IV-181.

The Integrated data In column 4 of table [V-3] are used to estimate the relative

contributions of the three terms In expression (1). Then the shape of the

do/dx distribution Is determined and compared with the data. From table [V-3]
r

It follows that:

< V P - °i.-p>93GeV " 36'5 * 6- 5 •* <2a>

and (aR+p - V p ) g 3 G e V - 33.1 ± 15.7 nb (2b)

In the framework of the partonmodel these differences can almost exclusively be

attributed to the contribution of the s valence quark in the K-meson. Taking

into account the light quarkfuslon diagram - which gives a slightly different

contribution for it- and K-inter act Ions because of the different valence quark

content of it- and K-meson - we estimate from expression (2) that a cross-section

difference of approximately 40 |ab can be ascribed exclusively to the strange

quark fusion diagram. Equating this to the value obtained from expression (1)

using the distributionfunctions IV-18 and integrating over the ^-interval

0.04 < x^ < 0.24 leads to

gA
2/4ic - 0.23

which is of the right order of magnitude assuming the coupling of the <t> to ss

to have a similar value as the coupling of p to uu, dd, i.e. g.2/4ir » 0.5.

The differences between the cross-sections for pp and pp,it~p,it p , K~p and

K p interactions have to be attributed to 0ZI inhibited light quark fusion
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diagrams, In perticular those involving a valence quark. The measured

differences at 93 GeV/c are :

°PP ~ °PP * 14"6 * 25 ub

a - - o + » 0.2 ± 8 ub (4b)
71 p TC p

°K~p " aK+p " 3"6 * 1 5 ^b ( 4 c )

where the errors do not include a possible scale error of about 10 Hb. These

differences are used to estimate the OZI-inhlbited coupling-constant- Evaluating

expression (1) we obtain from (4) the following three values for g_2/4it :

gj^Mit - 0.01 ± 0.02 (5a)

g 2/4it - 0.00 t 0.05 (5b)

gl
2/4it - 0.01 ± 0.04 (5c)

Another estimate follows from the observed excess of strange particles in con-

junction with the <|>-meson, as discussed in section A. This Indicates that not

more than 65% of the cross-section in n p interactions can be accounted for by

gluon or light quark-fusion. From this it follows that :

gI
2/4Tt < 0.05 (6)

From a comparison of the cross-sections for to and <(> production (refs. [8], [10],

[22]) and the ratio I*($ •*• 3n) / r(oi + 3it) the value of the 0ZI violating

coupling gj.2/4it can be estimated to be less than about 0.03 which is In good

agreement with the values given above.

Finally we come to the contribution of the 0ZI allowed fusion of strange sea
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quarks. The measured excess of strange particles Indicates for n~p Interac-

tions a cross-section from this source of 20-25 lib. The cross-section calculated

from expressions (1) and the relations given In IV-15 and the value

eA
2/An - 0.23 derived above Is 14 (ib. The small difference between measured

and predicted cross-section can be easily accomodated by changing - remaining

within the quoted errors (see ref. [34]) - the normalisation of the sea quark

distribution in equation IV-18, i.e. allowing the sea quarks to carry a slightly

larger fraction of the n - meson momentum.

Given the relatively large errors In the cross-section in table [V-3] the best

choice for the various parameters In (1) Is slightly arbitrary In particular

with respect to the relative contribution of gluon fusion and light quark

fusion. However, a non-zero contribution of the gluon fusion term in equation

(1) Is needed to obtain a good fit to the data. A good representation of the 93

GeV data is obtained with the following values:

gA
2/47i - 0.23 (7a)

gI
2/4u - 0.01 (7b)

gG
2/4it - 0.0025 (7c)

increasing at the same time the normalisation constant of S^' ' in IV-18g by a

factor 1.5. The resulting differential cross-sections are shown in figures

[V-6,7]. The predicted shapes agree with the data. In particular they account

well for the observed differences in the slopes of n~p, K~p and pp distributions

where the amount of data is sufficiently large to allow such a comparison. When

applying the same procedure to the -63 GeV data the calculated cross-section for

it p, pp and K~p are 38 ub, 38 (ib and 82 (ib respectively. When comparing these

values with the measured ones (table [V-3], column 4) they indicate a possible
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scale error of the order of 25%. The normalized distributions are shown in

figure [V-7]. Again the ii~p distribution shows a good agreement with the data.

Assuming that the da/dx distributions over the full Xp range are well repre-

sented by equation (1), an estimate of the total Inclusive cross-section for <j> -

meson production can be made. We obtain with the parametrlsation described

before and normalising to the measured cross-section in the appropriate

Xp interval the total cross-section values listed in table [V-3]. Apart from the

indicated statistical error and the previously mentioned scale error of 10-15%

an additional uncertainty Is Introduced by extrapolation outside the measured

x range . Since our measurements are made at small x-, we believe this syste-

matic error for the up and pp interactions where the ij> is centrally produced to

be smaller than 20%. For incident K-mesons a strong beam fragmentation component

has been observed (refs. [25],[26]) suggesting important contributions from

other processes than the ones shown in figure [IV-3]. Accordingly the total

cross-section6 for incident K-mesons have a larger uncertainty and are presu-

mably underestimated.

As discussed in chapter IV-6 the decay angular distribution in the Gottfried-

Jackson system should be isotropic if the <|>-meson is produced by strange quark

fusion and should have a cos20 dependence as given in formula [IV-20] if it is

the result of light quark fusion. The observed angular distribution shown in

figure [III-7] is in agreement with isotropy and therefore appears to confirm

that strange quark fusion is the dominant mechanism.

3. Conclusions

Our measurements of Inclusive <t> meson production at small x appear to be in

good agreement with the expectations from the naive parton model described in
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chapter IV. In particular they support the conclusion that strange quark fusion

accounts for a large fraction of the Inclusive $ cross-section. Under the

assumption that the cross-section In the measured x range comes indeed from the

parton diagrams of figure [IV-3] we obtain estimates for the coupling

constants of the OZI-allowed and OZI-inhlbited processes that are in good

agreement with the expected values. Also the shapes of the differential cross-

sections da/dXp are well represented by the parton model predictions, at least

for those reactions where good statistics is available.

D. Study on $ spectra

1. Introduction

One of the subjects in the original proposal for this experiment was a search

for particles or resonant states decaying into a $ meson plus additional

particles. The interest of $-meson spectroscopy has been pointed out by Lipkln

(ref. [35]). The decay of a particle into a <t>-meson and n-mesons is suppressed

by the OZI-rule. Accordingly such decay channels could be used to select on par-

ticles with an exotic quark content or possible weak decays of charmed particle

states like the F-meson. An important experimental aspect is the good signature

of the <|>-meson due to its well defined decay mode and narrow width.

Although the number of 4>-mesons in this experiment is by far the largest

available so far, the sensitivity for .observing such exotic or charmed states

proved, however, to be rather disappointing. This is due to the large accep-

tance losses for the multi-particle final states and the large combinatorial

background.

Nevertheless for completeness we show In this section some of the invariant mass
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spectra for combinations of a $-meeon with n or K-mesons. In all cases the

background curves are determined by combining a <(>-meson from one event on DST

with plons/kaons from 10 other events on DST. These background spectra are nor-

malised to the number of events In the corresponding mass spectrum.

2. Results

a* $7i

This decay mode has been suggested for an exotic four-quark state sq§q" by Close

and Llpkin (ref-136]). It also could be a decay channel for the charmed-strange

F-meson (c§), through the quark decay diagram of figure [V-9].

*C

F.F?

Fig. [V-9] Quark decay diagram for the F-meson.

The <(>Tt+ and $n~ mass spectra are shown in figures [V-10] and [V—11]. The

background curve follows smoothly the observed spectrum apart from a 4 a bump at
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a nass of 2.14 GeV/c In the <t>t mass spectrum. This effect becomes Interesting

in view of results from a 32 GeV K p bubble chamber experiment which claims evi-

dence for a significant signal in the <t>~n mass spectrum at 2.145 GeV/c2 and

suggests thct this might be due to the production and decay of an F . To further

investigate the significance of the bump observed in our spectrum and its

possible relationship with the signal observed in the K p experiment we have

carried out the following tests.

- The production of the F (c5) which apart from charm carries strangeness might

profit from the use of K-mesons as beam particles. Therefore the <(>Tt mass

spectrum is plotted for events initiated by an incident K-meson. The resulting

mass spectrum does not indicate, however, that the observed enhancement is asso-

ciated with incident K-mesons.

- A sharper cut in the mass spectrum around the iji-signal (1.016-1.024 GeV/c2)

improves the signal /background ratio for the ((i-meson by a factor 1.7. One might

expect that this also results in a better signal/background ratio for the signal

at 2.14 GeV/c2 if it can be attributed to a true 4>it enhancement. However, such

an effect is not observed.

- Because of the large <J»TC mass the momentum of the pion in the $% restframe is

large (0.822 GeV/c). Since the average transverse momentum of inclusively pro-

duced tt-mesons is small (« 0.3 GeV/c) a selection on high p might give a better

signal to background ratio. A cut at a pT of 0.4 GeV/c Is applied. This should

leave most of the signal (70%) reducing significantly the background. The

resulting mass spectrum, however, does not show any improvement in the

signal/backround ratio.

- No confirming evidence is found in any other sample.
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We therefore conclude that the observed effect is most likely a statistical

fluctuation.

In figure [V-12] we show for different assumptions about the width T of a

hypothetical particle decaying Into 4>n the 3a upper limit for the cross-section

times branching ratio. Various assumptions about the production characteristics

have been tested; the differences are not very large. The curves shown In figure

[V-12] are based on the assumption that the particles are produced accordingly

to the Bourquln-Galllard model (ref.[37J).

_. i... i i i

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2 2 2.4 M x [GeV/c2 ]

Fig. V-12 The 3a upper limits for the cross section times branching ratio for
different values of T̂  for a hypothetical particle decaying in ijnt.
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b. i!V

Also this decay node Is suppressed for normal qq" mesons because of the OZI rule.

However, It might again be the decay product of certain exotic multlquark

states. In addition one could look for a possible OZI-vlolatlng $n+n~ decay mode

of a radially excited <t> -state In analogy to the 4>Tt+n~ decay mode of the ((/'. The

<>ii+n~ mass spectrum Is shown In figure [V-13].

Fig. V-J.3 The <t>ira invariant mass spectrum.
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The shape Is again well respresented by the background estimate. The 3 o upper

limit for a particle decaying Into <t>itu as a function of Its mass Is shown In

fig. [V-14], again assuming the production characteristics to be represented

by the Bourquln-Gaillard model.

1OOF

8Mx[GeV/C2]

F i g . V-14 The 3ö upper l i m i t for the cross s e c t i o n times branching r a t i o for a
h y p o t h e t i c a l p a r t i c l e decaying in to ijntix.

c . <t>K+K~

This combination will also include the <J><|> decay channel which has been

suggested as a possible decay mode of the T) as well as of gluon bound states.
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The K+ and K~ have been selected in a similar way as the K+K~ pair that formed

the if-meson. To find evidence for double ^-production we have plotted the two

K+K~ invariant mass combinations in a 2-dimensional histogram. The result is

shown in figure [V-15]. There is clear evidence for the associated production

of 2* mesons. The amount of double 4> meson production (- 20 real double <t> events

after background subtraction ) is clearly in excess of the (3 ± 2) events that

would be expected from Monte Carlo calculations if the two ((i-mesons were

produced in an uncorrelated way.
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Fig. [V-16] shows the <t>K K invariant mass distribution in which the shaded

area Indicates events which lie In the W overlap region.

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5
M«t>K*K-[GeV/c2]

Fig. V-16 4>K K~ invariant mass spectrum. The shaded area indicates events in
the H overlap region.

Although the number of 4"l> events suggests a strongly correlated production there

is no clear evidence for a resonant state. However, it should be noted that

there is a suggestive enhancement around 2.1 GeV/c2 in the <(>K+K~ invariant mass

spectum and that a large fraction of events in this mass region is found in the

4>4> overlap region.
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E. Concluding remarks

We will end this chapter with a few concluding remarks. We have seen in section

B a very direct demonstration of the idea that central 0-meson production pro-

ceeds for a significant part by the OZI-allowed fusion of strange quarks. This

result, however, is in sharp contrast to the measurement on Inclusive J/4> -

production where no indication is found for enhanced associated charm produc-

tion. This difference could be explained by a model In which final-state

Interactions are responsible for the suppression of associated charmed

particles. Since the threshold for the associated production of 4>-mesons and

strange particles is so much lower this suppression would here be less

significant. In section C we have seen that the naive quark-parton model deve-

loped in chapter IV provides a succesful framework for the description of inclu-

sive <t>-meson production despite the low mass of the 4>-meson. In section D we

investigated some <t> mass spectra. None of these mass spectra showed a statisti-

cally significant signal. A possible exception is the 4>K K mass spectrum where

a peak is seen at about 2.1 GeV/c . This channel also indicates a cross-section

for <t>4> production that is much larger than would be expected for uncorrelated

<t>4> pairs* A special study on <H production with larger statistics has been

recently carried out the results of which will be published soon (refs. [38],

[391).

For all topics covered in this thesis a further increase in statistics would be

of great importance. It would be of particular interest to have high statistics

data in a wider Xp-interval over a large range of /s to check the predictions of

the naive quark parton model for ^-production in more detail.
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APPENDIX A. MAGNET PARAMETRIZATION

1. Introduction

An Ideal magnet should have a boxed-shaped field as shown In figure [11-10],

I.e. without fringe fields and with all field lines parallel (In our coordinate

system along the y-axls). Although the magnets used In the WA3 experiment have

a reasonably good homogeneous field, they are of course not Ideal. The existing

fringe fields lead to focussing effects both in the yz- and in the xz-planes,

while the /Bdl may slightly differ for different particles, depending on the

trajectory followed through the magnet. In our experiment a very good momentum

resolution was required («0.1%). Moreover, once the momentum was known, the posi-

tion of the particle trajectory at the other side of a magnet had to be pre-

dicted to better than 0.1 mm. This accuracy was required by the global fit which

was used to improve on the momentum determination at the interaction vertex.

Therefore very accurate algorithms had to be provided for the momentum deter-

mination as well as for the tracing of the trajectories through the magnet.

Obviously these algorithms had to be as simple as possible in order to keep the

computing time within limits.

In paragraph 2 of the appendix we describe the procedure used in the momentum

determination. In paragraphs 3 and 4 we describe the track matching in the ver-

tical and horizontal plane. We restrict the discussion to the algorithms derived

for the BBC-magnet. The procedure for both the momentum determination and track

matching can be easily generalized to other magnets. Throughout this appendix we

will equate the velocity of light (0.299792 Gm/s) to 0.3 Gm/s.
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2. Momentum determination

The trajectory of a charged particle In an ideal box-shaped magnetic field is a

simple section of a helix (Bee fig. [A-l]) represented by:

x(z) - e . /(p2 - (z-z0)
2 + x0 (1)

and

y(z) - b sinX + yQ (2)

With (xQ, y-., ZQ) the centre of curvature, b the projected arclength, \ the dip-

angle (tg\ - tga /cosa ) and e • Q.S; Q being the charge of the particle and

y *

S - ±1 depending on the sign of the magnetic field. When pointing along the posi-

tive y-axis, S Is positive. The radius of curvature p is Inversely proportional

to the momentum component of the particle in the xz-plane.

For this ideal magnet the momentum of a particle can simply be determined from

the slopes of the trajectories in the xz-plane before and after the magnet.

0.3 e BQ L

xz ' eina e x - slna l n

x x

Inversely, if the momentum is known the trajectory can be exactly traced through ,

the magnet. However, this simple picture is too naive to give an acceptable .

description of the behaviour of a charged particle in the magnetic field of

the bending magnets used in our experiment. Corrections are necessary which

account for the presence of the non-negligible field components B and B •

In the xz-plane a charged particle experiences a Lorentz force:

Fx " °'3 e vy Bz " °*3 e vz By
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Fig. A-l. Helix trajectory of a charged particle in an Ideal box-shaped magne-
tic field.

with v • v tga . v » v tgo and v the z-component of the velocity of the

particle. The corresponding change in momentum is given by:

dz .
vy Bz ~ °'3 e vz By} ~

z

(5)

For the moment we will neglect the B contribution and write:
z
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where P Is the absolute value of the project Ion of the momentum vector In the
xz

xz-plane at entry ("In") and exit ("ex") position. Under the assumption that

P X Z
C X - Pxz

ln, we may write:

-0.3 e JB dz

Bind e X " sina^
x x

and consequently we find for the total momentum P:

P - P coeov . /(tg
2a ) - 1 + (tg2a ) - 1 + 1 (8)

The value of /B dz depends on the trajectory the particle follows through the

magnet. We will describe In the following a simple algorithm, which gives us a

very good representation of the JB dz experienced by a particle. In a large frac-

tion of the magnetic volume the main component of the magnetic field can be

represented by:

By<x,y,z) - By(0,0,z) . (1 + f(x,y)) (9)

with f(0,0) - 0.

Taking Into account the symmetry properties of the field the function f(x,y) can

be approximated by a polynomial:

f(x,y) - px2 + qy2 (10)

Inserting

x(z) - E • p2 - (z - z Q)
2 + xQ
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y(z) = y0 + tgoy(z

In forcuia (10) leads to:

f(x,y) - p { P2 - (z-z0)
2 + x0

2 + 2 e x0 /p
2 - (z - z 0 )

2 } +

+ q { y0
2 + tg2ay (z-z0)

2 + 2 yQ tgay (z-zQ) } (11)

When we make the reasonable assumption that p> z - z. and thus

/(p2 - (z - zQ)
2) = p - (z - zQ)

2/2p then formula (11) after Integration will

reduce to :

f(x,y) - P + Q(z-z0) + R(z-z0)
2 (12)

with
P - p(ep + x Q )

2 + qy0
2,

and R - -p(l + xQ/ep) + qtg
2a

Assuming the simplified z-behaviour of the B field as shown in figure [11-10],

we find

1 +%L
/Bydz - B0.L + B0{P(z - z0) + Wz - z 0)

2 + - R(z - zQ)
3} | (13)

with L the effective length of the magnet.

The centre of the circular trajectory (xo,yo>zo) can be easily expressed In

terms of the incoming and outgoing track parameters.
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(Xex " *in> + - < Si ^

z. liü L i ï _ (14a)
0 1 1

x°

(ZO " zin>

In order to estimate the effect of the B component we approximate the z-

dependence of the B component by the trapezoidal configuration shown in figure

(11-11]. The previously neglected term in formula (14) gives a contribution to

AP of
x

= ƒ 0.3e tgay Bzdz (15)

Assuming that B is independent of y and that the total change in tga is small,

we find, using the Maxwell equations,

Y
AP = 0.3e tga Jdz[J ÖB /dz dy] - 0.3E tga Jdz f'(z)Y (16)

x y 0 y y

where B » f(z), i.e. B is independent of x and y. For the linear end field con-

figuration in figure [11-11] we find:

APx = -0.3e B0(L + o)tg
2ay (17)

and therefore :

Apj:otal

where c is of the order of 1. We finally find for P :
xz
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-0.3 e (I + c tg2a ) JB dz
P . -L 1— (19)

elna e* - .ma ln

X X

where JB dz Is paracetrlzed according to (13).

3. Track patching in the vertical projection

The deflection of a particle ln the yz-plane is due to the Lorentz force F :

Fy = °-3e vzBx " O l 3 e vxBz ( 2 0 )

As a first approximation we neglect the first term of (20) since B is small com-

pared to B . For the corresponding change ln momentum AP we find:

o
AP = -.3e Jtga B dC (21)

y o

with (, - z + (L/2 + o)

Formula (20) has the same form as formula (15). As in the previous paragraph we

can evaluate It by using the Maxwell equations and assuming the linear end field

configuration. We find:

AP - -0.3e tgo BQY (22)

Inserting P - 0.3 BQ p leads to the well known expression:

AP e tga
— * - - Y (23)
P p

or
1 e tga

- (24)
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Formula (24) describes the focussing effect of the fringe field In first order

(an Infinitely thin lens with focal length f). A correction to this term Is

obtained when the curvature of the trajectory over the lengch of the fringe

field (o) Is taken Into account, i.e. when a is assumed to be a function of z.

Still assuming the linear end field configuration of figure [11-11] we can write

for the angular deflection In the horizontal plane:

C'
slno (C) - slna (0) - 0.3 e JB « / P (25)

x x jj y xz

In formula (21) we now substitute tga by tga (C') with

Since

we find

tgax(0)

Atga • (dtga / dsina ) . Asinax

-0.3 e IB dC 1
Atga = ^-2— . . (1 + tg2a (0)) (26)

cosax(0)

The additional term (26) Is generally neglected In the literature (ref. [11-5]).

In our high precision experiment however, it has to be taken Into account. The /.

expression for AP thus becomes:

(0.3eB ) 2 o
AP - -0.3 e BQY tga (0) + - . (1 + tg2a (0)) . Y (27)

y 6P cosa (0)xzcosax(

and thus :

AP 1 -etga (0) a
— * " - - 1 + } • ï (28)
p
x z f P 6p2cos3a (0)
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For very low momentum tracks we can no longer neglect the contribution of the

term 0.3e v B In formula (20). We parametrize the effect of the B component by
Z X X

following a similar approach as used above for the B component. Thus we write:

F -y

so that

vF - — i - -0.3e B v - -0.3e B vcosoc (29)y d t x z x x

a dC a

/-0.3eBxvcosa - J-0.3eB (C)dC (30)

0 x x v c 0 8 0 Q x

The most simple assumption concerning the shape of the B field which takes Into

account the symmetry properties of the field is

Bx (z) - Y(z) xy (31)

With this dependence we find for AP /P :
y xz

AP xy a eTxy
—2 . -o.3e ƒ y(z)dC - (32)
P P 0 p
xz xy ^

and the expressions for l/fln and l/fex become:

etgox
in(0)

p 6P
2cos3ax

ln(0) + 7

1 -etga ex(0) a eT

- - — + — . x (33b)
f p 6p2cos3av

ex(0) p e x
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4. Track matching In the horizontal plane

In general the focussing effects in the horizontal plane are not taken into

consideration. Since in our spectrometer we also have to match tracks in the

horizontal plane in our global fit procedure, we calculated this minor effect

assuming the linear end field configuration of figure [11-11]. The effect of the

Lorentz force 0.3e v B becomes:

L/2 + a L/2 + o y ÖB

ƒ ZAP = 0.3E J tga B dz = 0.3e J tga ƒ — Z dy dz
x -L/2 - a y z -L/2 - a y 0 öz

L/2 + a L
= 0.3 e ƒ tga f(z) {y + tga (z + - + a)} dz

-L/2 - a y ln y 2

(35)

(36)

Under the assumption that P - P cosa for z < 0 and P » p cosa e x for
z xz x z xz y

z * 0, we find for Atga :

{y
p cosax

e t« a
y

P

For Ax we find :

(37)

L/2 + a L/2 + o 1 z
Ax = ƒ tga (z)dz = 0.3e ƒ — { ƒ tga B dCldz (38)

/2 x /2 P / y-L/2 - a
ƒ

-L/2 - o -L/2 - a
B d

y

which finally leads to :
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e tga y o2 Lo

Ax = y— { — (L+ö) + tga ( _ + — ) } +
p cosa l n 2 y 6 4

£ tgay , yex 7 , L 2 7L° ,
+ i— { -25 (L+a) + tga (- _ c2 - — - )} (39)
p cosa e x 2 y 6 2 4

By postulating cosa e x = cosa = 1 and substituting y • y. + (L + 2o)tga

the above expressions reduce to :

E

P

and

Atga = - tg2a (L + o)
X 7

Ax - - tga (L + a) yln

P
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SUMMARY

In this thesis the measurement and analysis Is described of the Inclusive

reaction

hadron + proton •> $ + anything

at 93 and 63 GeV/c Incident momentum. Data at 93 GeV/c were obtained for both

negative and positive beam polarity and at 63 GeV/c for negative beam polarity

only. A total of 2.5 million triggers were taken which after processing resulted

In 11,622 ^-events. The aim of the experiment was to get a better understanding

of the production characteristics of the $-meson.

A detailed description of both hard- and software of the apparatus is given in

chapter II. Special attention is given to the fast computer algorithms developed

for both the prediction and reconstruction of charged particle trajectories

through an almost homogeneous magnetic field. A detailed derivation of the for-

mulae leading to these algorithms is given in appendix A.

In section A of chapter III the electronic trigger for the inclusive <t> data is

discussed as well as the off-line software selection criteria that were used to

filter good 4> candidates in an early stage of the off-line processing. In sec-

tion B a description is given of the special set of routines that was written to

realise a smooth processing of the data tapes. Finally In section C, the methods

are discussed to correct the observed data for acceptance losses. In this sec-

tion also the sensitivity (|ib-equivalent) of the experiment is determined.

In chapter IV a brief introduction to the parton model is given. This is

followed by a description of the quark-fusion model which is used in the analy-

sis phase to interpret inclusive <t> production.
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In chapter V the results of this analysis are presented. First results are shown

on the associated production of strange particles and ^-mesons. The data clearly

Indicate an enhanced production of strange particles In association with the

ij-meson. This strongly supports the assumption that the production of the

0-ceson is governed by OZI-allowert processes. In section C the differential

cross-sections do/<lxp2 ana do/dPT
2 for inclusive 0-production are shown. These

data are interpreted in terns of the quark-fusion model. Our data indicate that

the major contribution come6 from strange quark fusion and that gluon fusion

plays an unimportant role in this process. Finally we present in section D of

this chapter some results from our study on <|>-spectroscopy.
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SAMESVATTIKC

In dit proefschrift wordt de meting en analyse beschreven van de inclusieve

reactie

hadron + proton •* $ + Iets

bij 93 en 63 GeV/c inkomende impuls. Bij 93 GeV/c werden gegevens verkregen voor

zowel positieve als negatieve bundel polariteit en bij 63 GeV/c alleen voor

negatieve bundel polariteit. In totaal werden 2.5 millloen triggers genomen, die

na verwerking resulteerden in 11822 ^-gebeurtenissen. Het doel van het

experiment was een beter begrip te krijgen van de productie-eigenschappen van

het $-tseson.

Een gedetailleerde beschrijving van zowel de hard- als de software van het

apparaat wordt In hoofdstuk II gegeven. Speciale aandacht wordt geschonken aan

het snelle computer algorithme, dat ontwikkeld werd voor de voorspelling en

reconstructie van banen van geladen deeltjes door een bijna homogeen

magneetveld. Een gedetailleerde afleiding van de formules, die tot deze

algorithmes lelden, wordt gegeven in appendix A.

In sectie A van hoofdstuk III worden zowel de electronische trigger als de off-

line software selectie-criteria besproken. De off-line software criteria worden

gebruikt om goede $-candidaten in een vroeg stadium van de off-line verwerking

te selecteren. In sectie B wordt een beschrijving gegeven van de speciale

verzameling routines, die geschreven werd om een soepele verwerking van de ban-

den met gegevens mogelijk te maken. Tenslotte worden in sectie C de methodes

besproken om de geobserveerde gebeurtenissen voor acceptantie-verliezen te

corrigeren. In deze sectie wordt ook de gevoeligheid ((ib-equivalent) van het

experiment bepaald.

•sif
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In hoofdstuk IV wordt een korte beschrijving van het parton model gegeven.

Daarna volgt een beschrijving van het quark-fuele model, dat In het analyse sta-

dlua gebruikt wordt on de Inclusieve ^-productie te Interpreteren.

In hoofdstuk V worden de analyse resultaten gepresenteerd. Allereerst laten wij

resultaten betreffende de geassocieerde productie vsn vreemde deeltjes en

$-ce«onen tien. Er Is een duidelijke indicatie voor verhoogde productie van

vreende deeltjes bij het $-meson. Deze waarneming ondersteunt de aanname, dat de

productie van het $-me8on overheerst wordt door OZI toegestane processen. In

sectie C laten we de differentiële werkzame doorsneden do/dx 2 en do/dpT
2 voor

Inclusieve O-productie zien. Deze resultaten worden geïnterpreteerd In termen

van het quark-fusie model. Onze resultaten wijzen er op, dat de belangrijkste

bijdragen van de fusie van vreemde quarks komt en dat gluon-fusie een onbe-

langrijke rol In dit proces speelt. Tenslotte presenteren we in sectie D van dit

hoofdstuk enige resultaten betreffende onze studie naar de spectroscopie van het

$-meson.
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